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THE ETUDE. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA., FEBRUARY, 1891. 
A Monthly Publication for the Teachers and Students of 
Music, 
Subbcbiptioh Bates, §1.60 pek Yeas (payable in advance). 
Single Copy, 15 cents. 
The courts have decided that all subscribers to newspapers are held 
responsible until arrearages are paid and their papers are ordered to be 
discontinued 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Cheatewt Btrmi. _ PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
MUSICAL ITEMS. 
[All matter intended for this Department should be addressed to 
Mrs. Helkh D. Tretbar, Box 2920, New York City.] 
HOME. it , ‘ . 
Newark is to have a Summer Festival. 
Mme. Julia Rive-King resides in Chicago. 
Ma. Frederick Archer has located in Chicago. 
Helen Hqpekirk appeared at a concert in Boston on 
Jan. 2d. 
Miss Amy Fay has given a Piano Conversation at 
Orange, N. J. 
Conrad Ansorge is composing a symphony of ambi¬ 
tious design. 
The Indicator, of Chicago, comes out in a new dress 
for the new year. 
De Pachmann is to give recitals in Boston on Feb. 
3d, 5th and 10th. 
Tschaikgwsky is to cross the oceau to play at the 
Pittsburgh May Festival. 
The Chevalier de Kontski has published three new 
piano compositions recently. 
Carl Baerman, the Beethoven interpreter, is giving 
a series of recitals in Boston. 
Dr. Carl Martin, the basso, is filling many engage¬ 
ments in concert and oratorio. ■ 
The Manuscript Society of New York is doing a good 
work for our native composers. 
The Gerard-Thies’s “ Evenings of Song” are a feature 
in the New York Musical Season. 
8tephen Emery, one of the contributors to the Etude, 
iB very ill, and has been for several weeks. 
Mme. Clara Louise Kellogg-Strakosch is making a 
tour of the United States with her Concert-Opera Com¬ 
pany. 
, _ Henry T. Finck's book of musical essays has gone 
into a second edition. Chas. Scribner’s Sons are the 
publishers. 
Mme. Camilla Urso, the famous violiniste, is professor 
of the violin in Mrs. Thurber’s National Conservatory of 
Music, New York. 
Mr. John C. Freund is no longer with The American 
Musician. He has started a paper of his own, called 
The Music Trade. 
. Mme. FannieBloomfield-Zeisler played Saint 
Sabns’ C Minor Concerto with the New York Symphony 
Society on Saturday evening, Jan. 3d. 
X. Scharwenka arrives this month, and gives a series 
of concerts in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, St. 
Louis, Chicago, Cincinnati, San Francisco and other 
cities. 
Emma Abbott died at Salt Lake City on" Monday, Jan. 
5th, of pneumonia. She was a native of Peoria, Ill. Her 
career had been most remarkable in its financial success. 
She leaves an unspotted reputation. Her perseverance 
over difficulties in her early life has been a noble ex¬ 
ample to many young musicians of our country. 
foreign. 
Otto Hegner has given three concerts at Copen¬ 
hagen. 
Joachim, the great violinist, is making a professional 
tour of Switzerland. 
Beethoven’s “ Fidelio ” is soon to be given in Paris, 
at the Grand Opera. 
The French “ normal diapason ” has been adopted as 
the standard pitch in Austria. 
Lisbon is to hear Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony for 
the first time the present season. 
Minnie Hauk is to be in Leipsic and Hamburg in 
January, and sail for America the 31st. 
The Hungarian National Conservatory of Music cele¬ 
brated its fiftieth anniversary this month. 
Mme. Nevada is filling engagements in Holland, Den¬ 
mark, Norway and Sweden this winter. 
Mr. and Mrs. Henschel continue their vocal recitals 
in London. They are enthusiastically received. 
Antonin Dvorak will receive the Cambridge Univer¬ 
sity honorary degree of Music Doctor next June. 
Charles Gottfried William Taubert died in Berlin, 
Jan. 6th. Taubert was born in Berlin in 1811. 
Mr. Fred. Boscovitz is in London, giving lectures, 
with illustrations, on the spinet and harpsichord. 
Gounod has been ill for some months. He is now 
convalescing, but his physician forbids him to work. 
L£o Delibes has just died in Paris. He was born in 
1836. He ranks among the best of modern composers. 
Verdi is in his seventy-eighth year, and is writing a 
new opera, “ Falstaff.” The libretto is by Arrigo Boito. 
Rubinstein’s Overture “Antony and Cleopatra” was 
recently given in Berlin, and well received. It is called 
a superior work. 
Saint Saens is visiting Spain and Ceylon, where he 
stays for about four months. We hear he intends soon 
visiting the United States. 
Eduard Strauss and his Viennese Orchestra are to 
come to this country in April next for an extended tour. 
They are to visit the Southwest, California and Mexico. 
Clara Schumann has recently appeared at Frankfort, 
playing the F minor Concerto of Chopin with most artis¬ 
tic expression. She is seventy-one years of age- She 
was enthusiastically received, and played with her old- 
time nerve and with wonderful finish. 
Josef Hofmann is now studying in Berlin with 
d’Albert. Josef sat in a front row at a recent concert 
that “Little Otto Hegner” gave at the Sing-Akademie 
in Berlin, and when Otto espied him he gave a friendly 
nod. Little Josef was enthusiastic in his applause at 
the conclusion of each number. 
Mme. Patti, at her castle in Wales, gave a dinner re¬ 
cently to about one thousand of the poor and unemployed 
in her neighborhood, and a tea for twelve hundred school 
children. 
Mr. Henschel has abandoned his series of London 
Symphony Concerts, from lack of support. A move is 
being made to reestablish them with the help of a guar¬ 
antee fnnd. 
A new system of musical notation has been submitted 
by the Acaddmie des Sciences, Paris, to the considera¬ 
tion of the Acaddmie des Beaux Arts. It will replace 
by 27 characters the 203 symbols now employed to rep¬ 
resent the seven notes of the gamut in the seven keys. 
SYSTEM IN PIANO PRACTICE. 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
No growing girl has any business to practice upon the 
pianoforte more than from an hour aud a half a day to 
two hours and a half. No young man ought to practice 
more than four hours ; nor can he stand it, if his studies 
be directed in the way I speak of, for this mode of prac¬ 
tice, employing the feeling, is far more, exhausting than 
merely mechanical work. Moreover, I have no doubt 
that the system suffers loss from needless hammering of 
practice upon the nerves. I speak now of the mere 
thud of the hammers Of the piano upon the auditory 
apparatus. Probably a little Technicon, a little Prac¬ 
tice Clavier, a little silent practice, in following the 
music in mind, a little silent memorizing of music away 
from the piano, the study of harmony and thematic 
treatment, Ike analysis of the pieces studied, and various 
other expedients, will supplant about half the practice 
usually so improperly bestowed. 
Yet farther, tma reader must not forget that le road 
to good piano-playing is rapidly shortening through the 
increased talent of pupils. The mental apparatuses of 
pupils in general are far more active and appreciative, 
and able to coordinate musical impressions over wider 
ranges than formerly. This is quite certain. I have 
had a curious case of that lately. A lady from Nash¬ 
ville, Tenn., called upon me with her little daughter, not 
yet five years old. The little Miss played a Mozart 
sonatina extremely well by heart, and also several other 
things. .Her hand had been treated -by a system of the 
father of the child, upon an apparatus of his own de¬ 
vice, doing the work of the Technicon in perhaps a 
simpler way, to such an extent that it had a spread and 
an independence of finger far beyond anything Iv-eyeiy 
saw before in a child. When this girl is ten years old 
she ought to be able to play almost anything in reason, 
so far as technic is concerned. 
I am neither “ a prophet nor son of a prophet,” but I 
venture to predict that within five years the J inko key¬ 
board will be adopted throughout the civilized world, 
and that the coming generation will no more think of 
studying the piano with the present keyboard, than it 
will undertake to cultivate the viola da gamba or the 
clavichord.—-Americo Goii. 
36 T H E E T II 33 E. 
HEST IES80H ! OH BEAI MUSIC. 
BT FEANZLIN SONKKBALT. 
Motto. ■ ' • 
Since it is Musics that we teach, let ns begin at once with Magic. 
It has been my experience in teaching little children 
that their progress was much retarded, and their musical 
enthusiasm much dampened, by struggling to do too many 
things at one time, viz.: 1st. Reading the notes correctly. 
2d. En - to hold tl ssition. 
3d. To give the right valuation to the notes as regards 
time. 4th. To use the proper fingering. In contradis¬ 
tinction to this, I have found .what ..pupils learn easily 
gives them pleasure, because they love grateful tasks. 
Yery often an imperfect knowledge of the notes has pre¬ 
vented the possibility of the child playing anything 
musical, and the enjoyment incident thereto, so long, as 
to render the study of the pianoforte positively distaste¬ 
ful, especially in young and restless children. These 
obstacles I have overcome by means of these Charts, 
which are especially useful in enabling the child to look 
at its hands while performing, by placing these charts 
over or upon the black keys, in close proximity to the 
hands. These charts enable any child, after having a 
knowledge of the names of the keys, to perform many 
sweet and wholesome melodies, fanning into life a love 
for pure muBic, because these melodies develop musical 
feeling and create gentle emotions. f 
While in the course of progress the notes may be 
touched upon, and gradually learned, so by the time that 
the melodies can all be cleverly performed, they may be 
studied by means of the notes, in which progress-will 
quickly be facilitated by the previously acquired familiarity 
of these self-same melodies, together with something of 
a technical skill. See Kohler’s “ Volksmelodien.” 
For a knowledge of how to train a child’s fingers, so 
far as playing these melodies, the following course is 
recommended:— 
1. Hands in position over C, D, E, F, G, the fingers 
resting lighly on.the surface of the keys. 
2. Strike or press each finger alone many times down¬ 
ward, forcibly enough to produce & soft, yet distinctly 
audible tone, and raise the finger. In counting, press 
(strike) the finger on 1, wheii raising say, “ Up”—1 up, 
2 up, 3 up, 4 up, etc. Continue this form of counting 
on the following exercises, which are indicated by finger¬ 
marks rather than by notes, requiring two measures of 
each set of two fingers. One hand at a time:— 
12121212. 
3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4. 
2424242 4. 
1 3 2 4 3 5 3 1. 
34343434. 
2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3. 
3 5 3 5 3 5 3 5. 
1 2 4 5 3 4 2 1. 
2323232 3. 4545454 5. 
12121212. 13131313. 
2424242 4. 13 1 3131 3. 
1345432 1. 1 5 2 4 5 12 1. 
' . Mo. 2. 
“MADCHEN, WARUM WEINJEST DU!” (‘'Crying Song.”) _ 
Both hands over C, D, E F, G. 
12- -234 
Particularly notice that these charts are not designed 
to do away with the notes, but simply to enable a child 
. to play a number of musical pieces while compelled to 
look at the hands. The notes are to be studied while 
these pieces are in the course of progress, after which 
these pieces must be re-studied by means of the notes, 
for which the above-mentioned Kohler’s “ Volksmelo¬ 
dien’’are to be used. The teacher will find suitable 
accompaniments to these national melodies in the above 
book. 
Enabling a child to play musical pieces without a 
knowledge of the,notes and within the compass of five 
tones; designed to develoj^a sense of the beautiful in 
music and cultivate musical feeling in the young. 
“The German Volkslied Bhould "be imbibed to teach 
simplicity and beauty of style, representing the yearning 
and sentiments of a whole nation.”—Robert Schumann. 
Mo. 1. 
“ SCHLAF, KINDCHEN, SCHLAF.” (“ Sleep, Baby, Sleep.”^ 
Place both hands over C, D, E, F, G. 
Meter, coant, 
_ Names of I 
4 Keys, 
12 3 4 
E C 
1 2 8 4 
G G l£ E 
z 2 3 4 l 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
E D D C E G G F F 
l 2 3 4 l 2 8 4 l 2 3 4 
F F D D G G E E F F D D 
l 2 3 4 i 2 3 4 





12 3 4 
F E E 
3 4 
E 
^2 3 4 
E Q G 
1 2 3 4 
E 
EE E E E G G 
12 8 4 
E E E E 
1 2 3 4 
D F F F 
12 3 4 
E E E E 
12 3 
EGG 
1 2 8 
EGG 
1 2 3 
EGG 
12 3 4 
G F F 
12 3 4 
G F F G 
12 8 4 
D F F F 
12 3 4 
G F F G 
No. 3. 
“SCHATZCHEN, ADE! SC’HEIDEN THUT WEH!” 
(Parting Song.) 





















































“SUMM, SUMM, SUMM, BIENCHEN SUMM I1ERUM!” 
(Humming [Bee] Song.) 




12 3 4 
C 
1 2 3 4 
D E F D 






12 3 4 
E F G E 
12 3 4 
G F 
1 2 3 4 
E' 
1 2 3 4 
D E F D 
1 2 3 4 
E 
1 2 3 4 
D E F D 
12 3 4 
E F G E 
12 3 4 
D E F D 
PIANOFOETE TEACHING. 
BY JAMES HAMILTON HOWE. 
[From a paper read before the M. T. N. A. at Detroit ] 
Professor .Richter said, “ Next to the more powerful 
development of the brain, it is almost exclusively the 
structure and skill of the fingers and hands which raises 
man above the brute, and has made him ruler of the 
earth.” 
The “ wise in their own conceit,” and also the foolish 
who have but little oil in their lamps, may cry down tech 
nique and the requisite appliances for obtaining the same ; 
yet in the words of the great astronomer, “ The world 
moves,” and the unwieldy digit must be curved and 
drawn on the modern rack, called “ Technicon,” and in 
some cases quartered, a ligament cut here and there ; 
muscles that have been lying dormant for more than six 
thousand years, to be rejuvenated and taught to run 
alone. However, one must-not endeavor to shine by tech¬ 
nique alone ; neither is it good taste to give the impres¬ 
sion that this is the strongest point in our musical make¬ 
up. We should rather try to give a round musical tone, 
and render it clearly as near the composer's ideal as 
possible. Couppey said: “Everything liesinknowing 
how to study.” As an aid read Parent’s “ The Study of 
the Pianoforte.” Theory and practice should go hand 
in hand, so that we shall not have so many pianists who 
are not musicians, and vice versd. 
The teacher of ancient times in one way taught better 
than we do in requiring the pupil to write and copy 
music. The study of harmony is filling this gap for the 
more advanced pupils. Many of those teachers neglected 
the technical part of music. No teacher should teach a 
class of pupils unless the pupils agree to meet at least 
once a week to listen to an aesthetic lecture on the under¬ 
standing of music. ThiB method would also serve to 
raise their enthusiasm for a more united effort, and pre¬ 
vent the bad practice on the part of the pupil of con¬ 
tinually changing from one teacher to another. This, 
although always to the detriment of the student, is not a 
good custoin ;to encourage among young pupils.' Unity 
of effort creates enthusiasm for a' higher expression of 
nobility of thought and feeling. A Conservatory or a 
College of Music has fine advantages for a liberal culture 
in music. The associating of young people together, all 
pursuing the study of the same art in its various branches, 
is_of great value to an ardent and aspiring devotee. 
Slowly the prejudice of the loose wrist is overcome. 
MoscheleB played with astiff wrist, but think you not that 
he could have rendered his repertoire with less labor 
with loose wrists ? Students who are not playing^with 
the lo^se wrist and forearm, are not taking advantage of 
the advmiced science. How indefatigably has Mr. Sher¬ 
wood and others worked at the wrists and arms of the 
struggling public. Wieck started the ball to.rolling, and. 
Mr. Mason in continuance is working wonders yrith his 
two-finger exercises. At present there seems to be a 
better cooperation on the part of the teachers. Formerly 
a pedagogue sat on his method as if it was a golden 
secret. In the future, undoubtedly, the instruction of 
the technical portion of our pianistic profession will be¬ 
come so clearly presented that pupils will not need to 
have so much attention given to finger training. Thus, 
more attention can be devoted to artistic polish, expres¬ 
sion and conception. When we reach thiB height there 
will be a diminished sale of the “ Maiden’s Prayer ” and 
a more thorough dissemination of the classics. 
A good element is pushing its way among us. Our 
pedagogical uncommon sense is not shocked, as in 
former tidies, by the introduction of mechanical helps to 
the development of technic. The ill success of Schu¬ 
mann’s attempt has been a great bugbear for several 
decades. I remember how my teachers used to preach 
against the inventions to “ mortify the flesh,”—that were 
here and there creeping in. Discrimination is always to 
be encouraged. Listening to recitals by such artists as 
we have in America will teach discrimination; but it costs 
time and money to secure these benefits. 
In this age of inventions and rapid change, what the 
coming pianoforte will be, or what will be the future of 
methods of pianoforte teaching, who can foretell ? The 
conservative reason that we have nearly reached perfec¬ 
tion ; while the liberals look for a pianoforte that will 
have a continuous tqne, and the most sanguine seek for 
a duplex or triplex keyboard, or even an enormous in¬ 
strument greatly in advance of the pianoforte. What 
with Worrell’s “ Harmonic Damper,” Paul Yon Janko’s 
new patent keyboard, and Keely’s “ Sympathetic Trans¬ 
mitter,” we maybe upon the verge of an era of which 
we hardly dream. I thank the powers that be that the 
popular demand is becoming more and more eager for 
the intelligent teacher and performer. ••1 
We now come to a very important subject, viz., that of 
extensive reading on the part of our teachers and pupils. 
It seems to me that development in this direction will 
have a great bearing upon our future. The music pro¬ 
fession generally must read more extensively. C i 'istiani 
in his fine-work, “ Principles of Expression, says, “ In¬ 
telligence, not feeling, is the sole basis of expression.” 
Hence, read, and read intelligently Do not stop with 
musical literature, read aesthetics, hist*; ry and romance. 
Subscribe for standard musical jourr Is. As an aid to 
your students, buy a few books and circulate them among 
your pupils, and thus form a sort of circulating library. 
In closing let me urge upon the profession the neces¬ 
sity, by precept and example, of leading our students to' 
take a broader view of art; to read history, biography, 
mental and moral science and philosophy. Interest your 
public library officials td purchase books relating to 
music, then Buggest to your students as they respectively 
need. As before, I still repeat, do not lic it them to 
musical workB. Have them not only Jean everything of 
something, but also something pf nearly everything. Do 
not allow dexterity to predominate over intellectuality. 
Musical literature is being rapidly circulated, and with 
care and discretion one can easily arrange a moderate 
sized library, when we can create a genuine thirst for 
these elements which will elevate and develop the musi¬ 
cal public at large. Then will the occupation of “ Mr. 
Tinkle Sweet” and “ Miss Jolly Jingle” be gone, an 
age.of true artistic appreciation be ushered in; and'the 
musical millenium uear han 
MUSOULAB OB MUSIOAL TBAINING? 
BY W. S B. MATHEWS. 
Professor Regal’s article, published in the January 
iBsue, contains so much good sense, from a mechanical 
standpoint, and is so well conceived in many ways, that 
space is well bestowed upon it, the more especially be¬ 
cause it is well calculated to awaken thought. Never¬ 
theless it is somewhat one sided, and incomplete even 
upon a muscular side; for which reason the following 
considerations should be taken into account. 
In the first place, it is not true that piano-playing is 
mainly or primarily a matter of muscle. Muscles have a 
place in it, to be sure, but the prime concept of play¬ 
ing, the determining element in the mind of the player, 
rendering his performance musical, if it be musical, is a 
tonal concept, and not a muscular concept. This is cer¬ 
tainly true, if tone production be restricted to the voice, 
and this again to the natural singing of untaught singers, 
actuated only by their desire to make music for the ex¬ 
pression of, their own''feelings; it is immediately seen 
that muscular concepts have nothing whatever to do with 
the production of the tones of the melody which the 
singer so unconsciously hums. With the more advanced 
singers, this is not always the case, because the teachers 
of singing frequently destroy this natural way of work 
and awaken a muscular consciousness, in producing what 
it pleases them and their patrons to term their “methods.’’ 
But if we go back of this still farther to the use of the 
voice for speech, we find the tones coming as the imme¬ 
diate expression of will existing in the mind in the form 
of an idea, of which the words are merely the spontane¬ 
ously-chosen clothing, and the letters and different 
phonations of the words are not thought of at all, still 
less the muscular contractions and oppositions by means 
of which they are produced. Muscular action, nine 
times out often, is ordered from some nerve centre with¬ 
out detailed self-consciousness of the ingredients of the 
complex series of contractions needed for performing, 
the work. This we all see in the case of walking, which 
we do while talking, etc. ’ 
A few years ago, the existence of what is called a 
“phono-motor centre” was demonstrated—a subordinate 
nerve centre which orders the details of speaking. When 
the mind desires to speak, it communicates the order to 
this centre, which proceeds, like a sort of sub contractor, 
to carry out the order in detail. The mind properly 
knows nothing of the various cartilages in the larynx, 
nor of vocal chords, and so on; and, in fact, is not con¬ 
scious whether they have or have not contracted, but is 
intent upon the idea'to be expressed. 
The normal action of playing, would be that in which 
the fingers, hand and arm carried out the intention of 
the musical conception, unconsciously, exactly as the 
vocal chords, muscles of respiration, etc., do in the case 
of speaking. Sometimes we find this action in young 
players, who, without knowing a single note or a muscle, 
contrive to find out melodies and chords upon the piano¬ 
forte, and play them with a certain truly musical con¬ 
sciousness which 1b often losKtemporarily or entirely in 
the farther awakening of self-consciousness by formal 
study. 
An attentive study of various forms of bad playing for 
about forty years, and diligently comparing them with 
good playing; has led me to think that bad playing gen¬ 
erally results from bad: musical thinking. The musical 
conception is imperfectly formed; it is not sufficiently 
vivid. This is the radical fault of almost all who, after 
reasonable practice, fail of playing fairly well. 
It is the object of practice to establish a system of 
secondary reflexes, of such character that when one wills 
to perform the series and places the hand at the begin¬ 
ning of its, the entire succession will follow without a 
separate and distinct act of will for each motion of the 
series. The one Bole object of “passage practice ” is to 
establish exactly thiB kind'of secondary automatism con¬ 
cerning all the scales, single and double, the arpeggios, 
and usual passage forms. The brilliant parts of pieces 
are made up of passages of this kind, and when the ex¬ 
pert player comes to them he “ Bizes ” them for such 
or such a formula, and, hating ■ conceived the entire 
passage as a suit, the hands and fingers proceed to . per¬ 
form the successive motions until the series is complete. 
In' .Iks practice of. the series only the practice of the very 
series itself will at all do the work of preparation. 
Melody playing rests upon still another species of 
mental concept. • Every tone of a melody is thought 
individually by itself, and also in its connection with .-the 
entire series of which it forms a part. The melody will 
never have the proper effect to the ear of the listener 
until the player thinks of the whole melody in playing 
Jiyery part .of it. Every tone is thought for itself, with 
its own proper place in measure and in the rise or fall of 
the phrase, but also in its relation to the entire period as 
a whole, exactly in the same way as every word in a well- 
intended sentence is thought individually (as one thinks it 
sufficiently clearly to spell it) and collectively, in its rela¬ 
tion to the sentence as a whole; and not until the 
speaker thinks the sentence as a whole will the proper 
emphasis be placed upon each word, to bring out the 
idea. Conversely, ill "proportion to the clearness with 
which the speaker conceives the idea, in its formulated 
dress of words chosen, will the emphasis be applied in 
such manner as settles beyond controversy the grammati¬ 
cal and logical relations of it. 
Jt necessarily follows from these considerations that 
the great work of productive study of the pianoforte must 
always be the study of music as such, the detailed mas¬ 
tery of musical concepts, rhythmic, harmonic and melo¬ 
dic ; and this study or exercise must be continued until 
all the standard phraseologies of good musical usage are 
rendered a second nature to the student, in the same way 
that the elegancies of'' good English become second 
nature to a well brought up and well- educated boy or 
girl; and to the same end, namely, that the material of 
expression having been furnished in the vocabulary, and 
the paths of elegant thinking trodden in advance by these 
selections from various masters of English (or music, as 
the case may be), the student in turn, when he comes to 
have ideas of his own—as he ought to do if he has an 
active mind—will be able to express his own ideas from 
within ; or, lacking original ‘ ideas from within, will, at 
least, be able to express intelligently the ideas of good 
thinkers or composers as they come to his attention in 
reading or playing. 
Nor is the mere mastery of musical phraseology the 
main work ; this in turn is still only preparatory. One 
object of music is the expression of the beautiful in tones]; 
but there is also a higher object, namely, the expression 
of feeling and soul in tones. Music is preeminently the 
expression of the spiritual. Through its fluctuations of 
rate, tone-color, intensity and tonality, music becomes 
the most direct and natural, and at the same time the 
most sensitive medium of expressing spiritual states 
that Art ha3 yet found out, or very likely ever will find 
out. - 
It is not by accident that music is the one art predi¬ 
cated of therheavenly state. It signifies the deep under¬ 
lying consensus of humanity, of a correspondence be¬ 
tween the ideal and the art of music', such as is not felt 
to a similar degree concerning either, of the older, and, 
therefore, presumably more familiar arts, which in being 
older ought to findr-themselves more strongly intrenched 
in the human consciousness through the natural opera¬ 
tion of heredity and habit. 
Moreover, since the expression of soul is the ultimate 
object of music, and the realization of soul the true ob¬ 
ject of cognizing master works, it follows that the study 
must be ordered with this end in.view—which is to mod¬ 
ify the usual order of instruction very materially. The 
channels of soul in average youngsters, especially after 
they have undergone the routine of public schools for a 
series of years, need to be opened, somewhat after the 
manner that the ditches by a country road-Bide have to 
be dug out by the workers along the highway from time 
to time. Civilization and its established institutions of 
the school, the church, and family, and especially trade 
and business, tends terribly toward the formation of 
merely surface life. 
The conclusion in my mind is substantially this: The 
prime task of the teacher is to awaken and establish in 
the student’s mind musical concepts, musical apprecia¬ 
tion, musical feeling, and to confirm him so completely 
in this view that he thinks of playing in no other way 
than as the expression of soul by means of musici All his 
d tailed practice poi technical difficulties ust seem to 
him as a hindrance, which he is to get over as soon as he 
can, in order to come at the real thing—Music and Soul. 
Second, that the mastery of the brilliant side of piano- 
playing; as represented in the bravura passages, is 
to be preparedly the practice, of passages themselves, 
scalesy-arpeggios, etc; Muscle can be acquired here by 
the judicious application- of accentuation and rhythm; 
which also will assist in certain other very important 
respects. ~ 
THE TWO EXTBEMES. 
BY CARL E. CRAUER. 
A pianist who only plays Bach and Beethoven is just 
as much out of the way as the one. who plays only 
Strauss and Offenbach. He ought to be able to play 
either, as occasion requires. Our pupils are called upon 
every day to play something for the entertainment of 
their parents and friends, and it is always very mortify¬ 
ing to them to be unable to respond, and to be crowded 
out by pupils of dabblers, whose playing iB preferred to 
their own, no matter how badly these ignoramuses ren¬ 
der their selections. Here is the very field where the 
good teacher can defeat the dabbler most effectually, for 
if a pupil is well taught he can play the same kind of 
music correctly and effectively, and thus Batisfy society 
and himself, and speak a telling word in favor of good 
teaching at the same time. A beginner must have as 
soon as possible a course that represents, on a small 
scale, all the schools, from Bach to Liszt; ‘ in short, he 
should study, on a small scale, like a finished pianist. 
There is no danger of spoiling the taste. The much- 
lamented aversion against good music does not at all 
arise from want of taste, but from inability to play it. 
Pupils treated more liberally as to so-called popular 
music, always receive a great deal of encouragement at 
home as well as in society, and, as a natural consequence, 
are more interested in their studies, and have more con¬ 
fidence in their teacher. They very soon will learn such 
pieces without much assistance from their teacher, thus 
enabling the latter to give his time to more serious work. 
WHAT USE SHALL BEGINNEBS MAXE OF 
THEIB EYES. 
BY ALEXANDER BACHMANN. 
The reader, if a teacher, will undoubtedly, as it has 
fallen to my lot, have had the almost unendurable trials 
with beginners, and some of longer standing, in trj 
to have them raise and drop the fingers upon the keys, 
promptly and decidedly, without sluggishness, or the 
slightest help from the hand. The pupil being inexperi¬ 
enced, and intently looking upon the notes before him, 
without his knowledge leaves his fingers upon the keys, 
or drags them wearily upward. The like tendency is 
noticeable in the fall of the fingers. 
I arrived at the conclusion that the pupil ought to be 
his own watch dog, as it were, and, see himself play, 
which is contrary to the universal,dictum. I remember 
well that my first teacher in Germany spread a strip of 
paper, secured at both ends, over my hands to prevent 
me seeing my fingers. In the face of this prohibition,\X:: 
recommend that the pupil, during Ms practice-hour, re¬ 
sort to the following device. Inasmuch as the keys are 
too low for him to observe these faults, let the pnpil 
place his hands upon a mantel, table, pr Hie lid of the: 
piano, so that he may readily observe the motion .of hi8 
fingers, and with surprise he will see himself doing those 
things he ought not to do. Seeing thus for himself the 
action of the fingers, he will soon learn the method of 
prompt and decided lifting and falling of the fingers, 
which we know would not be accomplished in the ordi¬ 
nary style of practice. Without the help of this self¬ 
observation, the pupil will still commit these faults un¬ 
consciously. 
II-THE PLACE (IF MUSIC IH A LIBEBAL 
EDUCATION. 
BY EDWARD DICKINSON. 
I am o f I think that ery honld study 
music, and I answer emphatically * Yes I” 5t that 
every one that has vocal organs should try to sing. 
Heaven forbid I ..Nor that every child ought to be made 
piano 01 iolin Heaven forbid 
that too I But every one should study music just as 
every o>' ' Id , •• - —n - ecome 
a musi :isn or a poet, in order to become 1 imiliar 
with some of the results of the highest human intelligence. ■ 
To feel tower o usic ind t< i worth, 
should be the aim of t rerj cultivated .man and won an 
There are very few that have not this power within their 
reach. Once in a long time we find some unfortunate, 
like the clergyman of whom I have heard, who could not 
distinguish between “ Old Hundred ” and “ Yankee 
Doodle,” if the profane tune was played a little slow, as 
the organist proved, one Sunday morning; but, gener¬ 
ally speaking, the remark of Dr. Holmes is true,—-that 
“every one of us has a harp under bodice or waistcoat, 
and if it can once get properly strung and tuned, it will 
respond to all outside harmonies.” 
How is this harp to be strung and tuned ? is the ques¬ 
tion that now comes before us. In other words, how are 
we to bring ourselves into sympathy with music’s higher 
messages ? How is music to be studied, in order that it 
may become a means of true culture ? 
In the first place, music is not to be studied merely as 
an ornamental accomplishment, a*means of giving a 
shallow amusement in the drawing-room. We must get 
above what maybe called the boarding-school ideal, in 
accordance with which music is looked upon simply as a 
part of the final varnish which the young woman receives 
before she is shipped into the world of fashionable society. 
Neither does music rise to a share in a liberal education 
when it is pursued merely as a pastime, or for solitary, 
emotional pleasure, not taken into the serious purposes 
of life. No; if that were all; if music were only a 
means of transient, sensuous pleasure ; if it had no grand 
uplifting power; if it carried no divine meaning in its 
speech,—if I were suddenly convinced of that, I would 
abandon my vocation instantly and put on the door of 
my music-room, “ Gone to look for an occupation worthy 
of a man.” 
• Neither is music to be studied merely with a view of 
procuring a livelihood by it, for a liberal education, in 
its very definition, is one that is designed to bring about 
the harmonious perfection of our whole being, not 
simply to help us in the acquisition of dollars and offices. ‘ 
Not that the practice of music for purposes of emolument 
is not a worthy aim, but it must not be the sole or even 
the primary aim, but rather culture, the enrichment of 
- the mind and heart. To this noble object—enrichment 
of the mind and heart—I believe that music, rightly 
studied, directly tends. Rightly studied, you observe, 
not partially or superficially; the whole question turns on 
that. The contemptuous views, of which I spoke in a 
previous article, could have no pretext if music always re¬ 
ceived the honor due her, if false imputations and degrad¬ 
ing associations never committed sacrilege at her shrine. 
The musical study that is to have a place in a liberal 
culture must rise above the merely technical. Lessing 
said in a letter to Moses Mendelssohn : “ An old man 
who lifelong has done nothing but pass his breath through 
a stick with holes in it—I doubt much whether such an 
old man has arrived at what he was meant for.” I doubt 
it too, and I also think a young woman who is nothing 
‘ more than a clever performer of a few brilliant composi¬ 
tions, has not arrived at what she was meant for. No ; 
the study of music must be put exactly upon the same 
plane as the study of the other arts; music, like poetry 
•and painting, must be recognized as an expression of the 
striving of mankind after higher wisdom ; as an element 
and agency in the world’s civilization, and as one of the 
forms which the divine spirit of Beauty assumes to reveal 
herself to men, in order to subdue and elevate them and 
to show them that the higher wisdom lies in the ideal. 
Such music is, in spite of the efforts of shallow techni¬ 
cians to vulgarize her by making her the tool of sensa¬ 
tionalism and the slave of vanity.' 
If a student would know the real power of music, he 
must mount above his own experience and learn what 
music is and has been in the general life of the world. 
iThe indi j ens Ale cpnditi't n of irpad culture is em.jpha 
a z< J 1 y M ittl ew Arnold, i - ‘k lowii g <f 3 best.tl at 
has-been thought and known in the world ;” ant! so, if 
.music-is’ to. be. adopted, into the ..discipline’ of. pne' that 
would be a well-rounded man or woman, Buch a one must 
know the best that has been done in music, and the best 
that music has done for mankind. 
The more one studies music the more he realizes that 
it is the expression of some deep underlying force, in'the' 
human mind. Music, as one of the fine arts, comes un¬ 
der Delsarte’s definition. “ Art,” he says, “ is at once 
the knowledge, the possession and the free direction of 
the agents by virtue of which are revealed life, mind and 
soul.” Music is certainly, in its own mysterious way, a 
revealer of life, mind and soul, and must be Btudied as 
such ; and if her relation to these is indefinable in words, 
it is none the less real and even more profound. 
This important relation of music to life is shown first 
in its universality. There have been nations without 
sculpture, without painting, without architecture, some 
even without poetry—there have never been nations that 
had not some form of music. The earliest records of the 
oldest peoples contain allusions to musical practice. The 
heathen nations of ancient and modern times have shown 
their veneration for music by attributing its invention to 
the gods. The more enlightened the Dation, as in the 
case of the Greeks and the Egyptians, the more highly 
developed and widely diffused music became, and the 
more prominent the place it held in the systems of philoso¬ 
phers, educators and law-givers. It would be almost if not 
quite impossible to find in any quarter of the globe to-day 
a savage tribe so degraded that it has not a store of songs 
and some form of instrumental accompaniment. Singing 
and dancing are the universal, and often the only ameni¬ 
ties of savage life. The fierce joys of war and the chase, 
the longings of love, the woe of bereavement, the every¬ 
day cares of the household, the welcome of the coming 
and the speeding of the parting guest", tribal disasters and 
triumphs—all that can stir the heart to a quicker pulsa¬ 
tion is with the savage, no less than with his civilized 
brother, heightened or alleviated by the ministry of song. 
As we rise above the savage grade of society and come 
among those peoples where there is progress and greater 
intensity of life, we find music no less universally culti¬ 
vated aqd at the same time more significant of national 
character. The study of the national songs of the peoples 
of Europe is an important branch of the great subject qf 
culture, history. For the songs of each nation are dis¬ 
tinct in effect from those of its neighbors; they embody 
some, peculiar type of rhythm, harmony or embellish¬ 
ment, and in melody, coloring, method of production, 
and in a subtle, indefinable spirit and quality they reflect 
certain of the mysterious traits that give individuality to 
the national temperament. These songs are not bor¬ 
rowed from without; they spring up spontaneously from 
the popular heart; they are quickengd by the thousand, 
events that excite the personal or social emotions ; they 
are adopted into the every-day life of the people and be¬ 
come endeared by association with the tender relations 
and Btirring episodes that brought them into life. To 
penetrate into the very heart of a .people, to comprehend 
the best and deepest in its character, one must know its 
national music and poetry. To one learned in the native 
lyric expression of the peoples of Germany, of Hungary, 
of Scotland, of Norway—how keen and accurate is his 
perception of those underlying springs out of which their 
manners, their culture and their history have risen! 
“Let me make the songs of a people,” said Montesquieu, 
“ and I care not who makes their laws.” 
Come higher still, into the vast wealth of the cultivated 
scientific music of the past two centuries, and we find in 
music, as a fully developed art, a still more profound and- 
illuminating relation to national life. The three great 
modern musical nations, Germany, Italy and France, 
Beem to have imparted clearly' defined nationaLch&rac- 
teriBties to the works of their great composers! Light¬ 
ness of movement, clearness and grace of expression, 
perfection of form, brilliancy and gaiety—the marks of 
Italian music. Grandeur of design, massiveness and 
complexity of structure, depth and earnestness in the 
German music. Dramatic effect, the effort to present 
deficit and inteliigibl onc< pti< i s,5 It s j and sc s 
tionalism—the traits of French music j all these have 
their counterparts in mental and moral qualities that have 
contributed largely to give the whole intellectual achieve¬ 
ments of those nations their historic character. The 
music-qf the 18th century is far different from that of the — 
19th, ana it is different in much the same way that all the 
manners, tastes- and modes of thought and expression of 
the last century are unlike those of the present. The 
great musical geniuses of the 19th century were children 
of their time; its problems, its hopes, its doubts, its 
great spiritual strivings—all penetrated their souls and 
vibrate in their music. They could not in any other 
period have been just what they were. These analogies 
give to the study of the works of these men an endless 
fascination and contribute to them a suggestivenes's and 
a power of which the mere casual hearer has not the 
slightest conception. 
CULTIVATING THE IMAGINATION; 
OR READING AS AN AID TO INTERPRETATION. 
BY PERLEE V. JERVIS. 
The time and labor required for a technical mastery 
of the pianoforte of to day is so great that the student 
is apt to overlook the importance of general culture, and 
from lack of the broadening influence of reading to be¬ 
come a man of one idea. Between the great poets and 
the great composers there appears to the writer to exist 
a very intimate relation. Some of the greatest, tone- 
poems seem to have had their origin in the emotional 
state produced by the reading of some work of poetry. 
Beethoven, when asked for a key to the content of the 
Sonata Op. 67, answered, “Read Shakspeare’s Tem¬ 
pest” ; and he who reads between the lines will readily 
call to mind many other compositions that have been 
inspired by a reading of the poetB. Berlioz's “ Romeo 
and Juliet” symphony, Raff’s “Leonore” symphony, 
Beethoven’s “Coriolanus” and “Egmont” overtures 
are only a few of many examples. We Americans are 
prone to be a matter-of fact people, and the reading of 
poetry iB apt to be looked down upon as a m:fd and sen¬ 
timental amusement, suited only to lovers and gushing 
school-girls. Now, aside from the broadening effects of 
a familiarity with the great poets, poetry itself is a pow¬ 
erful factor in awakening the imagination. C. F. Rich¬ 
ardson says (“Choice of Books”): “The absence of 
a poetic taBte is a sad indication of a lack of the n- 
aginative faculty; and without imaginat .n, w'.at is 
life?” “The study and reading of poetry,” says Presi¬ 
dent Porter, “exercises and cultiva.es t agination, 
and in this way imparts intellectual power. It is impos¬ 
sible to read the products of any poet’s imagination 
without using our own.” Now, are not a warm imagina 
tion and poetical feeling as necessary to the executant as 
to the creator? Would not the mind and imagination 
excited by love for and familiar acquaintance with the 
poets be more sensitive to the; poetical content of a beau¬ 
tiful musical composition? . 
Perhaps the idea may be a fanciful one, but to the 
writer there seems to be a correspondence.between cer¬ 
tain epoets and composers. Bach and,.MHton are alike 
in the grandeur and noble dignity of their style. Bee¬ 
thoven might be called the Shakspeare of music—“the 
myriad-minded.” Does not the exquisitely ethereal 
fancy, the richness of coloring of Shelley at once suggest 
Chopin? But why pursue the comparison further? 
The point that the writer would make is, that other 
things being equal, the executant whose mind has been 
broadened and made fruitful by the most liberal culture, 
and whose sensitiveness to poetical impressions has been 
excited by the assimilation of beautiful poetry, will have 
the most sympathetic appreciation of the content of a 
musical composition, and that such a feeling cannot' 
! fail to have a reflex action upon his performance. 
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Paper read before the P. S. H, T. A., Dec. 31st, 1890. 
Mr. President, .Ladies and GentlemenThe last time I 
had the privilege to address an audience of music teachers 
in this city it was on the subject of <! teaching reform.” 
My subject to-day, “ Class-teaching,” is not entirely dis¬ 
connected from, the former, not only because it concerns 
teaching, but because the necessary investigations led 
me often to the same points. 1 found to be important in 
ray former] address (since published), and at the risk'of 
being accused of plagiarizing myself I shall have to 
repeat some of them. 
I can Bafely dispense with those well known argu¬ 
ments in favor of class-teaching which can be found 
upon the annual circulars of most teachers ; they 
generally profess to “foster a Rpirit of noble rivalry 
among the pupils, their emancipation from all embarrass¬ 
ment at playing beforetothera, mutual stimulus to work,” 
and so forth and so on. I’ve got the same story on my 
own circulars, and consequently know something about 
them. 
A serious investigation of this important question 
should lead straight and deeply down to the ethics of 
the music teacher; let us first clearly define the exact 
relations between our profession and the people. 
The farmer, grocer, butcher, they provide for our 
animal necessities; the tradesmen furnish our physical 
comfort; the scientists give us information and enlight¬ 
enment; the clergy spiritual food; the artists (creative 
and executive) claim our sense of beauty, and the music 
teacher’s office and province is preeminently to awaken 
and develop this wonderful sense among the people. 
Nothing less.than that! Gut also nothing more! 
At this juncture I am sorry, but obliged, to state that 
the advanced thinkers in music consider nine-tenths of 
all music teaching (as carried on all over the world) a 
profound and sad mistake, because most of it is not music 
teaching, but “ piano lessons, or violin lessons, or sing¬ 
ing lessons.” The difference between the two may 
perhaps become more perceptible through an illustra¬ 
tion. The church gives us the benefits of religion; it 
teacheB us through its ministry to find, to know and to 
love our Creator; but if, instead, it should teach us 
ministerial rhetoric and oratory, it would surely miss 
its mark; we might thereby become crafty clergymen, 
or clever preachers, but not necessarily “religious.” 
This illustration applied to music shows us a world 
replete with people who play an instrument or sing, 
and know nought of music, of its real meaning, of its 
mission on earth, of its beauty I 
It has come to such a. pass that we are no longer 
horrified to say, even of some “professionals,” he is a 
very fine pianist (or singer), but a very poor musician! 
Just think p, moment of the absurdity ; think how non¬ 
sensical it would Bound if we were to say of Liebig, 
for instance: “Liebig is a very fine beef-extractor, but 
a poor chemist,” or “Pasteur is a very fine hydro- 
phobist, but a poor physiologist,” or “Edison is a very 
fine electrician, but a poor natural scientist.” Absurd 
as it sounds, don’t we meet this very absurdity every 
day, even among those who figure in the census lists as 
“musicians?” 
And if this absurdity occurs sporadically among pro¬ 
fessionals, among the people in general it is a perfect 
epidemic, more terrible than the cholera, for it spares 
only a very few fortunate ones. to 
The effect of such a calamity is, of course, a very sad 
one, as most people play or sing without the slightest 
knowledge of the inner meaning and being of music; 
they are perfectly satisfied with their own playing and 
singing, and hence the conceits of the artists are empty. 
It Bhould be unjust to put all the blame for this, sad state 
of affairs on the “ poor ” musicians, for some rather good 
ones have a pretty fair share in it, as we shall presently 
'see. To show this, and to console the others, I must 
first establish one principle, which—though sounding a 
little bold at the .first hearing—will nevertheless be 
admitted by all after a little thinking. I "will lead up to 
it gently in this way:— 
. It goes without saying that we cannot make a brilliant 
executant of every pupil ;.-,yet .this is exactly, what,.most 
tea ; are rying'to.dawith ail-theirmight I think wc 
ought not to do that, unless a pupil shows unmistakable 
Bigns of tale t of a lighei order, when y I near such 
talent which craves utterance and.requires a larger tech¬ 
nical apparatus. In all other ordinary cases the teacher 
should regard higher “technique” as a serious danger 
for his pupil’s “musical interests,” and rather insist upon 
his producing musical beauty with the possibly simplest 
technical means. Musical beauty is not chained to 
technical difficulty ; there are many works.of enormous 
technical difficulty and entirely devoid of beauty, and 
others immortal for their beauty which are technically 
easy. If the pupils could be made to understand and to 
crave for musical beauty instead of the “jingle,” they 
would naturally keep their hands away from the tasks of 
experienced artists; they then should go to hear the 
artists, instead of saying, as they do now: “ What is the 
programme? Appassionata! Bah! I played that last 
year myself! I am already at the Rigoletto fantasy! 
Why should I go?” I am not caricaturing; this is 
quoting a frequent occurrence in real life. It is one 
of the sad results from false rivalry among “music 
teachers.” Is, then, he really the best music teacher 
whose pupils play the most difficult pieces? I think 
not; 'but I do think that he is the best music teacher who 
is represented by the largest number of pupils in the 
great concerts and recitals. He taught his pupils to 
understand and enjoy music, the other one only fostered 
their disregard for artistic superiority, made them in¬ 
different to music, encouraged their personal vanity and 
taught them finger gymnastics. After this lengthy pre¬ 
paration, I venture to state my point, namely, that in 
the overwhelming majority of cases we impart to our 
pupils ae3thetical music knowledge, combined with a 
simple, solid and correct, but unpretentious “ house¬ 
hold ” technic (.for the application of their knowledge, 
and for such personal musical gratification as the pupil 
may be entitled to by his talent and knowledge com¬ 
bined). This, and nothing more, is what we do (or what 
we “ ought ” to do) in our ordinary praxis ; and for such 
purposes class tuition is not only perfectly adequate, but 
also highly recommendable, beeause it really does stimu¬ 
late the ambition of the average pupil, and, besides, it 
brings good tuition within the financial reach of many 
who otherwise would have poor teachers or none at all 
—which I should prefer between the two. 
I believe this stands to reason; and if the question 
should be raised : “ How can teacher and pupil become 
well enough acquainted in a class to fully understand 
each other?” it should sound perhaps a trifle sober, 
but it should be perfectly in order to say, that in the 
ordinary run of our lesson work our musical knowledge, 
not our musical individuality, is engaged. This special 
musical individuality of our own (where there is any) 
comes very little, or not at all, into play in the majority of 
our lessons ; and the less it does, the better for the pupil', 
because the musieal nature of a pupil being weak, he is 
easily inclined to become, what many of Liszt’s favorite 
pupils have become, the “apes”,of their teacher. 
OULTIYATIOIT OF FEELING. 
In Spite of all directions, the performer will not be 
able to penetrate entirely into the spirit of a composi¬ 
tion, unless he is willing and able to lose his own indi¬ 
vidual feeling in that of the artist. This faculty cannot 
be taught; it is a gift of nature. But although feeling 
cannot be acquired by the student, there is no man en¬ 
tirely deprived of it; and if it is more easily awakened 
in some than in others, as a compensation, those whose 
feelings lie deep and difficult to arouse, are often able to 
express emotion"Hfethe finest and deepest manner. For- 
the student of music, the best means Of gaining the 
power to do this, is much hearing and practicing the 
best compositions. And then comes a tireless endeavor 
to comprehend, clearly and intelligently, the chief ex¬ 
pression and emotion to be found in each of these com¬ 
positions, and a persevering attempt to live in its artistic 
life. But as no feeling is sustained throughout at the 
same degree, but appears in manifold changes and 
shades, the performer must seek to make himself fully 
acquainted with these varieties by means of continued 
and repeated researches; so that he may at length 
awaken the entire work within his own mind, to bloom¬ 
ing life ; perfect in detail and as a whole. Then, only, 
will he be enabled to reproduce the composer’s creation 
completely in his own performance, and to move and 
touch the hearts of his listeners in a corresponding 
manner. 
PRIZE COMPOSITIONS BY AMERICAN COMPOSERS. 
The Mason & Hamlin Company offer prizes of $250 
for original compositions for their “Liszt Organ.” For 
particulars, address Mason & Hamlin Company, Boston, 
New York or Chicago. 
It gives us great pleasure to announce the publication 
of a series of sacred songs by Dr. H. A. Clarke. One 
of the number, a setting of the familiar hymn, “Nearer, 
my God, to Thee,” will be at once recalled by those who 
heard it at the Organ Concert of the P. S. M. T. A., 
when it was so effectively sung by Miss Hyssong. Dr. 
Clarke’s aim in composing these songs has evidently 
been to produce songs of the highest character—3uch as 
are worthy of the powers of the most cultivated singers, 
yet such as are in every sense appropriate to the service 
of the church. 
WISDOM OF MANY, 
SUPERFICIAL TEAGHERS. 
Few, comparatively, with us have any notion that art 
is anything more than a pleasant pastime, which a little 
inborn one-sided talent renders easy. 
Of its loftier purpose, its graver meaning, its years of 
hard, systematic toil, and the broad, conscientious self¬ 
culture which.it at once necessitates and stimulates in its 
true disciples, the great majority have no conception. 
Hence their lack of genuine respect and serious interest. 
Then the prevailing ignorance with regard to most of 
the branches offers a premium to imposture and incom¬ 
petence. 
Any young person who is too lazy or too stupid to 
get a living otherwise, and is possessed of the rudiments 
of an accomplishment, sets up as professor of music or 
painting, is accepted as such by the undiscriminating, 
who then proceed to judge the1 profession by this inca¬ 
pable and ill-instructed representative, and of-course 
unfavorably.—Edward Baxter Perry, in Musical Record. 
Talents.—God does more for many of us than we do 
for ourselves.—Thomas Tapper. 
We have more than once found the elevated musical 
taste of certain communities due to the exertion of one 
man.—Presser. 
Keep your fingers always under the control of your 
brain (if you possess the latter commodity), and cultivate 
your brain by communion with the best models. 
It is the fruit that teaches us the value of the tree, and 
not the seed-corn. Our simple duty is to plant these 
seeds continually-'and profusely at the right time and in 
the right place, and to wait patiently for the fruit to 
ripen.—G. S. Easel. std 
Work.—Who complains and says his work is not en¬ 
nobling? If it is your lot to do the lowliest duty you 
have as good a field for earnest labor as anyone. Merit 
comes not from the task itself, but from the doing of it. 
—Thomas Tapper. 
His Book.—Experience is the great educator; that is 
why untutored people astonish us every now and again 
by their wisdom. Every man could write his book of 
aphorisms if he would.—Thomas Tapper. 
Situation.—If you would know the beauty of a flower 
you must get close to it; to conceive the grandeur bf-a 
moqntain-chain you must wander till it is far behind you. 
—Thomas Tapper. 
When the mind is cultivated the feelings become more 
delicate and refined, and therefore it should be constantly 
exercised, enriched, extended, made supple ■■by. study, 
strengthened by meditation, and so made accessible to 
all things. The artist who is truly worthy of his title, 
who reaches the height of his mission, who looks upon 
the calling of a teacher as a sort of priesthood rather 
vtban a common trade, will be irresistibly led by his' 
natural tendencies m this intelligent and fertile path.— 
Le Couppey. 
30 THE ETUDE 
Questions and Answers. 
. Quks.—:I write to ask if it would not be possible for you 
to publish in The Etui>k the answers to the history ques¬ 
tions in the last examination 'of American College of 
-Musicians ? To both sets of questions on history, on 
pages 174 and 176 of the November Etude. It, would 
be of inestimable benefit to numbers of your subscribers. 
We have a music club here of about fifty members, and 
we are just going over the ground that those questions 
embrace. I think it would be the means of increasing 
the circulation of The Etude materially. - M. J. D. 
Ans.—The good teacher will use questions for the 
purpose of leading the pupil to think for himself, and so 
find out the truths under consideration, without being 
told directly. 
The examination papers dip into the subjects lightly— 
just enough to show the examiners whether the pupil 
understands the topics. 
To answer the questions in the columns of The Etude 
would give only fragmentary information—a simple series 
of dates and names and isolated facts. History, to be 
of practical worth, must be studied consecutively, and 
musical history is more a Btudy of biography than history 
proper. To one well read in musical biography music 
becomes a theme of life. He looks upon it from a broader 
standpoint, Such reading is indispensable to one desir¬ 
ing to be a musician. 
Furthermore, the lives of the great masters are as full 
of interest as a tale from the pen of a Hugo or a Scott. 
C. W. L. 
Ques.—1. What is the best edition of Beethoven's 
piano works, particularly sonatas ? Is there a complete 
edition edited by Yon Btilow? 
2. Are two hours a good proportion of six to give to 
technical work at the piano ? 
3. Do you think two hours daily enough time to give 
to study of harmony and counterpoint? 
Hoping to hear soon through Etude. m. m. 
Ans.—1. The most recent and best edited edition of 
Beethoven’s sonatas is the one by Hugo Riemann. Von 
Biilow edited but a portion of the sonatas. Peters’s 
edition is also a good one. The “ Cotta ” edition is 
much used, and very satisfactory. 
2. Do not practice six hours a day. Four is enough 
for the most robust constitution. About one third of the 
practice should be given-to pure technical work. 
3. Two hours a day to the study of harmony and 
counterpoint would be sufficient. To this I would add 
an Hour a day in reading musical history and biography. 
C. W. L. 
Ques.—1. What is the meaning (in English) of de¬ 
menti’s Gradus ad Parnassum? 
2. What is the meaning of Bach’s Well-tempered clavi¬ 
chord (in English) ? 
3. What is the Danse Andalouse like, and what nation 
did it originate in ? c. w. b. 
Ans.—1. Gradus ad Parnassum is “The way to Par¬ 
nassus,” the fabled home of the Muses. One who 
climbed there was considered very learned and wise. 
2. The clavichord was the precursor of the piano. No 
keyed instrument can be^perfectly tuned, and the neces¬ 
sary flattening of the fifths is called tempering. Bach 
was the first to introduce this, and make harmony in any 
key possible on organ or piano. Therefore the “ Well- 
tempered clavichord” contains pieces in all keys, whereas 
in Bach’s time pianos were tuned to play only in two or 
three keys. 
3. This dance takes its name from a Southern province 
of Spain. It would not be practicable to describe the 
steps of the dance in The Etude. C. W. L. 
—Will you please answer this question in The 
Etude, and oblige a subscriber ? If a pupil s hands are 
too small to reach a ninth, as given in some passages of 
“ Moonlight Sonata.” should she play them arpeggioed? 
If not, will you kindly state how to do them ? b. o. 
Ans.—Some teachers give as the standard rule, 
“ Never extend the fingers more than one octave. All 
groups of notes requiring a larger distance than an oc¬ 
tave are to be arpeggio.” This rule is often broken, as 
is negessary~in Chopin’s Polonaise in A major, com- 
Ques.—1. Will you please state the advantages of 
three pedals (as the modern upright piano is made), and. 
give the exact utility of each ? - ■ 
2. Why is the word opus used? I understand its 
meaning; but why could not the number of a sonata 
be sufficient without, the number of the work? how does 
the;opus number diffep'frpm.fheipiece.number? - a. b.. 
Ans.—1. In the upright and concert grand pianos of 
some makes there is a third pedal, called the Sostenuto. 
It will" hold any single note or group of notes while 
leaving the damper pedal free to act as before. Some 
delightful effects can be produced by its use. 
2. The use of the word “opus” has become standard. 
The number of the opus does not necessarily indicate the 
number of pieces the composer has had published. For 
instance, OpuB 6 may be a collection of twenty pieces, 
and Opus 8 a collection of three. You will frequently 
find the opus and the number of the piece, as well as ita 
name, on the title-page. There are many advantages in 
using the opus number. If a title is translated into 
another language the opus will always remain. The 
music stores keep all foreign music according to the 
opus number. It is simple and never-failing. It is 
more important than the title iii ordering music. In 
fact, the title is not mentioned in an order from one 
publisher to another. In ordering Sonata Pathetique, 
Beethoven, Op. 13, Beethoven, would answer. 
Ques.—1. What is the expense of having the tendons 
cut in the back of the hand, as practiced by Mr. Bonelli, 
and where can one have it done? Would you trust an 
ordinary surgeon to do it ? 
2. Do you ihink it better to begin with German finger¬ 
ing in teaching little children? 
3. How do you pronounce the word “Primo,” as uBed 
to designate the upper part of a piano duet ? 
<• An Enquirer. 
Ans.—1. If I remember aright, $25.00 is the fee for 
cutting the tendon by Mr. Bonelli. J. Brotherhood, of 
New York City, 6 West Fourteenth Street, performs the 
operation. I would not trust an ordinary surgeon to do 
it, as it requires special preparation and skill. Dr. W. 
S. Forbes, 1704 Walnut St., Philadelphia, has given 
special attention to the subject.. 
2. Yes; I would begin with the Geiman fingering. 
3. In pronouncing ihe word “primo,” give the i the 
sound of e, as if spelled pree-mo. C. W. L. 
terrible indeed : the selling of a soul for mammon, a 
pact with Satan himself. Advice.: Discard all affected 
compositions in which an eager seeking after oddity by 
queer rhythms, queer harmony and phrasing is but too 
obvious; and, in playing, avoid all mannerism, distort¬ 
ing rhythm, drawling all chords arpeggio-like, abusing 
soft pedal, and- tempo rubato, etc., etc., and Btudy true 
sentiment in the Classics 1—H. H. Haas. 
HINTS AND HELPS. 
Ques.—What is sentimental music and playing, and 
why is it condemned ? A Subscriber. 
Ans.—Sentiment is fine feeling as the outcome of right 
thinking: intellectual feeling! Now sentimentality is 
sentiment in a higher degree: exquisite sensibility! Senti¬ 
mentally, therefore, in itself, is a refinement, highly 
desirable in music, and really indispensable in true 
artistic composition and playing. I believe Moskowski 
lias written a very fine “ valse-seatijgieiji-ale,” and the 
literary work “A Sentimental Journey” is famous. 
But even vinue exaggerated becomes a vice ! Too high 
wrought feelings ought to be avoided; exaggerated sen¬ 
timentality, or, still worse, a false show of ft, a simulated 
sentiment and hyper-sentimenlality are a great fault in 
music as in anything else. The epithet “ sentimental,” 
in this bad 6ense, is often applied as a reproach. The 
following may serve as an example between true senti¬ 
ment and false sentimentality. It would be sentiment¬ 
ality to bewail the death of a frog; but true sentiment 
to lament over cruelty to animals, and to despise the 
boy who, for spert, tortured and killed the frog. 
It is a similar difference to thafwbich exists between 
art and artifice ; between the artistic and the artificial; 
between effect, or true pathos, and affectation! Scupl- 
ture in stone and marble is art; stucco-work, mouldings 
and casts are artifice. Painted flowers, are artistic; 
flowers made of silk, velvet, feathers, are artificial. 
Real terror is a grand effect; feigned terror—a lady’s 
fright over a mouse—is affectation. In. the legend of 
the Phantom ship (as narrated by Marryatt, and drama¬ 
tized by R. Wagner) is true pathos. The sentiment in 
Coleridge’s “Ancient Mariner,” however, is bordering 
upon sentimentality, because the-<]oom of all for the 
The artist is the most gifted of all God’s creatures.— 
The Presto. 
To enlighten the souls of human kind is an artist’s 
true calling.—Schumann. 
To practice well is always conscientiously to play cor¬ 
rectly and in a good manner.—Louis Kohler. 
What cannot be done slowly cannot be done at all. 
This has been Baid before, hut it cannot he said too often. 
I should earnestly advise you to write, because it will 
improve you so much aB a musician.—Thomas Tapper. 
When youjdgtermine to become a musician, determine, 
also, to receive only the best instruction.—Thomas Tap- 
per. 
Keep your knowledge of old pieces by occasional re¬ 
views. In reviewing, play once or twice slowly and with 
care, then play in proper time.—Theodore S. Crane. 
Look at least the distance of half a measure ahead of 
your playing, thus anticipating what is about to follow, 
in order_that no break in the time may occur.—J. C. 
Eschmann. 
The^greatest triumph for a teacher does not consist in 
transforming his pupil into a likeness of himself, but 
in showing him the path to become his own individual 
self.—Elbert. j. 
Harmony teaches self reliance and gives a deeper 
insight into the meaning of the composer. The struct¬ 
ure of the entire work is thus unfolded to the mind, and 
phrasing and expression naturally follow. 
If you are conscious of really possessing true talent, 
then develop it. Practice with untiring labor until the 
fingers are capable of fulfilling the requirements of the 
artist; at the same time do not neglect the spirit of the 
composer. Don’t play, but “act.”—L. C. 
As regards the selection of pieces, teachers too often 
make the mistake of choosing those too difficult for their 
pupils. They forget that a simple melody well-played is 
preferable at all times to an ambitious morceau, whose 
difficulties cause the performer to halt and stumble. 
Every teacher should know that the only two things 
which he can himself, in a measure, do for a pupil are 
these: To teach them how to study, and to awaken an 
appetite for knowledge. All the rest of it, be it much or 
little, the pupils must do for themselves.—W. S. B. 
Mathews. 
In no way can the teacher exert more good influence 
among the members of his class than by assembling 
them and either reading to them or telling them what 
hehaB read. Familiarity with any subject augments its 
interest and redounds to the accomplishment of the 
individual.—Be Beriot.' 
Don’t allow your attention to be taken off your per¬ 
formance by the presence of any one. Fasten your mind 
monly called “The Military Polonaise,” where an ex-j curse resting on one, finds not sufficient motive in the 
tension of nine keys is frequent, two keys of the chord j 
being taken with the thumb. C. W. L. 
killing of a bird, allowing for Bailors’ sup’&rstiti'O.n and 
everything else; whilst the guilt in the Phantom ship is 
firmly upon what you are doing, and pay no attention to, 
any movementor sound near you. Listen to your instru¬ 
ment and to nothing else. This is the true cure for 
nervousness.—S. C. Jeffers. 
Distinction as to the mental and physical require¬ 
ment^ should be duly considered in the selection of easy 
teaching pieces. Many a simple gem from Rubinstein, 
Tschaikowski or Grieg may appear almost child-like in 
its technical simplicity, and yet require the skill of an 
experienced performer to bring out the beauties which it 
contains. This also applies to many of Stephen Heller's 
and Schumann's easier pieces.- Such work should not 
be given to pupils who have no theoretical knowledge or 
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PUBLIBHEE’S K0TE8. 
The volun sele Without Woi s,” of 
Mende' prej ith copioi b C. B. 
Cady, .will not be ready for some months; ■ This volume 
will I*- perhaps the finest we have yet issued The 
pistes, workmanship, p'dper and printing will be the 
very finest. They will be closely graded. All the less 
interesting numbers of the complete volume will be 
-eliminated, but more than One-half will be included in 
this volume. We will in our next issue, perhaps, print 
one of the numbers. 
Our offer to send this volume, postpaid, when issued, 
for only forty cents, is still in force. Many of our read¬ 
ers have availed themselves of the offer, and we hope to 
book many more this month. Send cash with order. 
We are gratified to see so many teachers sending in sub¬ 
scriptions from their pupils. It shows that the teacher 
has a positive interest in the progress of the class. One 
thing must, however, be clearly understood, that when a 
cash deduction is given no premium can be given in 
addition. We giv^ one or the other, but not both. We 
have printed the cash deductions and premium list in 
December and January issues, and will send it to any one 
who has not seen it, on application. We have plans for 
the future that will make The Etude equally valuable to 
pupil and teacher. Every teacher can procure at least 
four subscribers, and thus have their own subscription 
advanced one year. Try the plan, even if your paid-up 
subscription has not yet expired^ 
We have a new musical game about ready. It is de¬ 
signed to assist in musical biography, the same as Alle- 
grando is in .musical notation. The game is nothing 
other than Musical Authors. There are, in all, fifty 
cards, each one having ten questions, all relating to one 
composer, whose name is printed in large letters at the 
top of the card. The cards are distributed equally 
among the company, after which one begins by asking 
one of the questions on the card held. Thus, if card 
Beethoven is held, the question, “ Who wrote the Opera 
of Fidelio?” might be asked. If answered correctly, 
the card is given up. The point of the game is to see 
whichrone holds the greatest number of cards at the end 
of the game. 
It is clearly to be seen that the game is interesting 
and profitable. There are in the game five hundred 
questions in musical biography to be learned. We will 
give our readers an opportunity to procure the game at 
a low rate in advance of publication. For twenty cents 
we will send, postpaid, the game when issued, if cash 
accompanies the order. _ 
The work of W. B. Waite, entitled “ Normal Course | 
of Piano Technic,” has been unavoidably delayed. We 
are pleased to announce that the work is about ready, 
and will soon be issued to those who have subscribed for 
it in advance. _ 
Many,are availing themselves of our long term rates, 
four years for five dollars. This brings The Etude at a 
very low rate, and saves the subscriber the trouble of 
sending annually. '_ 
Perhaps few teachers realize or know that there is a 
specific touch belonging to the reed organ. Such is true, 
however. From the fact that the tone can be heard if 
the key is put down in any Way, Blow or quick, is the 
cause of this lack of organ touch. Most all teachers of 
the reed organ have to lament a certain slowness and 
lack of life in their organ pupils, Their playing lacks 
life and spirit. Others of their pupils seem to play well, 
yet there is a lack of effectiveness in their style, or lack 
of style. The reed organ demands two separate and 
opposite styleB of touch, and with this the fingers must 
acquire the habit of striking up in the air, lifting up 
quickly. Much fine music on the reed organ is not effec¬ 
tive, because of its lack of arrangement to meet the re¬ 
quirements of this instrument. All of these important 
things, and many more never yet given to the public, are 
fully explained and illustrated, and music arranged to 
give practice on them, in Landon’s “Reed Organ 
Method.” Send in your'OrderS early, that you may get 
the low introductory price at 50 cents, postpaid. 
E T XT :d e . 
The success of The Etude has been beyond the ex-' 
pectations of its publisher from its beginning. We are 
pleased to state that subscriptions have come in the last 
few months in greater numbers than ever before in the 
history of our magazine. The most gratifying thing in 
this is, that this large increase is the diiect result of the 
good words that our subscribers say of The Etude. We 
ask our readers to interest their musical friends and their 
pupils in this educational musical magazine, but for this 
work we offer liberal premiums for the trouble they take 
in our interest. ^ Yet, we hope to make The Etude so 
valuable that they can feel that they are doing friends a 
favor in asking them to place their names on our sub¬ 
scription list. Please look over our premium offers. Our 
clubbing rates are particularly favorable. 
We have recently received a large invoice of metro¬ 
nomes. We import the best French instruments, which 
are much more durable than those of German make. We 
offer these instruments at very low prices. Every teacher 
and earnest pupil should have one. See bargain column. 
“ Music and Culture,” by Dr. Carl Merz, is a book 
that should be read by every musical person. Teachers 
should use it as a text-book for their older students, and 
discuss its subjects with them. The general reader will 
be charmed with it, both in subject-matter and in diction. 
The profits from the sale of this book go to the widow of 
Dr. Merz. 4§; 
These long evenings are good for reading books on 
music. Send for our catalogue of musical works. The 
demand for this class of reading is rapidly increasing, 
judging by our greatly increased sales. 
Have you ever played the music-teachinggame, “ Alle- 
grando? ” It is pleasure and instruction combined De-. 
lights the younger members of the home, and musicians 
find it a charming pastime. Price 50 cents. 
In the extra pages of this issue will be found some 
interesting and helpful articles. If subscriptions continue 
to pour in as rapidly as during the past few weeks, we 
will be able to give more space to musical reading and to 
carry out other improvements under contemplation. 
We have published a large amount of new music these 
last few months. You can-have it sent “ on selection,” 
if you desire. Send for our terms and regulations. 
We keep in stock a good selection of music for piano 
and reed organ duos. These two instruments played 
together produce charming effects. 
Have you renewed your subscription for The Etude? 
Please do so early, and send for your friends and pupils 
at the same time. 
Does “ your music dealer ” keep our finely edited and 
annotated editions of Heller's “ Etudes” ? If not, please 
call his attention to our catalogue and special publica¬ 
tions. 
Try This Plan.—The best method is not to go around 
and ask the mammas if they would like to subscribe for a' 
music paper. No, such a course will result in snubs and 
failure. You know ycrtit pupils need it, and do not stop, 
therefore, to argue the expediency, but furnish The 
Etude as you would one of Czerny’s Etudes or Heller’s 
Etudes. Furnish it yourself, and place the amount on 
each pupil’s music-bill. Afterward, if any one questions 
your right, you may argue the point. Quietly turn over 
the young lady’s folio till you come to a Potpourre 
(opera hash) by Sidney Smith, or the like. Call atten¬ 
tion to the cost mark (15), and then remark that it seems 
to you that $1.50 for 12 numbers of such a paper as The 
Etude is afar better investment of money than the hSme- 
amount for such a piece of music as this.—Pegasus. 
31 
We are pleased to report a rapidly growing subscrip¬ 
tion list, and especially to notice that our readers avail 
themselves of the favorable club rates we are giving this 
year. 
Never before in the history of The Etude have we 
received so many club subscriptions, and many of them 
are very large clubs. Try to get up a club among your . 
friends and pupils. Nothing helps a teacher more than 
an intelligent musical public, and an educational musical 
magazine is The means by which the public are brought 
to a better appreciation of musical art. 
Have you read “ A Word to Our Subscribers ” ? We 
have arranged to improve The Etude for 1891. 
DIPPICULTIES. 
BY GILMORE H. BRYANT. 
These lie in the path of every piano student, and to 
overcome them there are three points to be considered, 
viz. :— 
1st. Their location ; 
2d. Their cause ; 
3d. Their removal. 
It is important to first locate difficulties, otherwise 
much valuable time may be. lost; e. g., suppose none 
were encountered until the 26th measure of a piece or 
study, and in order to completely overcome the difficulty, 
it would be necessaiy to repeat the measure containing it 
twenty-five times, and that each repetition would consume 
one minute of time, therefore it would take twenty-five 
minutes to conquer it. ‘ 
If it takes one minute to play one measure, it will take 
twenty-five minutes to play the first twenty-five measures; 
and if the student, instead of locating the difficulty and 
giving his whole attention directly to it, returns to the 
beginning and plays over the first twenty-five measures 
each time he repeats the difficulty, it will take him a 
fraction over ten hours to accomplish that which might 
hare been done in twenty-five minutes. 
Having located the difficulty, the next step is to inquire 
into the cause. Kullak says all difficulties are surest, 
quickest and most permanently overcome if their funda¬ 
mental element is at once made a thorough study in all 
its bearings. 
A little investigation often reveals the cause of diffi¬ 
culties to be either an inconsistent selection of fingering, 
carelessness in adhering to that given, or ignorance of the 
construction of the passage ; the sole difficulty in runs is 
that of fingering or lack of mental concentration. 
In either case continued practice would only help to 
make a bad matter worse. The cause must be removed 
by a change of medicine, aud not attempted to be over¬ 
come by taking larger doses of the same. The last con¬ 
sideration is the best method of removing difficulties 
after they have been located and their cause ascertained. 
First, the student should use his reasoning powers and 
then his fingers, for the fingers cannot be expected to 
wade through troubled waters that the brain cannot 
fathom. . 
Second, difficulties arising from changes of harmony, 
intricate hand positions, complicated fingering, etc., 
should be transposed into different keys ; in fact, every 
difficulty should be utilized as a motive for a-study by 
which means each one will become a stepping stone in 
the path of progress, thus enabling the student to dim » 
steadily toward the summit of Mount Parnassus. 
Nothing is more simple than greatness. Indeed to be 
simple is to be great.—Emerson. 
Small kindnesses, small considerations, habitually prac¬ 
ticed, give a greater charm to the character than the dis¬ 
play of great talents and accomplishments.—Evangelical 
Messsengtr. ., 
A good deal of truth is expressed in the article, “ Too 
Much Piano.” As a people, we use the piano too ex¬ 
clusively. We should give more attention to the ,voice, 
the organ, violin, flute, and other wind and Btring in¬ 
struments. . , 
MUSICAL AFFINITY. 
Mendelssohn and Schumann felt themselves drawn, 
together by mutual appreciation. The artistic relations 
between the two gentlemen were not at first, however, 
thoroughly reciprocal. 
Schumann admired Mendelssohn to the point of en¬ 
thusiasm. He declared him to be the best musician then 
living, said that ’be looked up to him &a to a high mountain~ 
peak, and that even in his daily talk about art. soma 
thought at least would be uttered worthy of being graven 
in gold. , And when he mentions him in his writings, it 
is iri a tone of enthusiastic admiration, which shows in 
the best light Schumann’s ideal character, so remarkable 
fo it ret m of en\ And hi 0| nic 1 e nain d i• 
al 1; in 1842 he de lie ed his n tring quar ts 
to Mendelssohn, and in the “Album fur die Jugend” 
there is a little piano piece called “ Erinnerung,” dated 
Nov. 4, 1847, which shows with eloquent simplicity how 
deeply he felt the early death of his friend. :.»lt is well 
known how he would be moved out of his quiet stillness 
if he heard any disparaging expression used of Mendels¬ 
sohn. 
Mendelssohn, on the contrary, at first only saw in 
Schumann the man of letters and the art critic. Like ! 
most productive musicians, he had a dislike to such men | 
as a class, however much he might love and value single 
representatives, as was really the case with regard to j 
Schumann. From this point of view must be regarded 
the expressions which he makes use of now and then in 
letters concerning Schumann as an author. If they 
sound somewhat disparaging, we mast remember that it 
is not the personal Mendelssohn speaking against the 
general Schumann,,.but rather the creative artist speaking 
against the critic, always in'natural opposition to him. 
Indeed, it is obviously impossible to take such remarks in 
a disadvantageous sense, as Schumann quite agreed with 
Mendelssohn, on the subject of criticism. One passage 
in his writings is especially remarkable in this respect. 
He is speaking of Chopin's pianoforte concerto, and 
Florestan exclaims, “What is a whole year of a musical 
paper compared to a concerto by Chopin ? What is a 
magister’s rage compared to the poetic frenzy ? What 
are ten complimentary addresses to the editor compared 
to the Adagio in the second concerto ? And believe me, 
Davidites, I should not think you worth the trouble of 
talking, to, did I not believe you capable of .composing 
Buch works as those you write about, with the exception 
of a few like this notable concerto ! It should be the 
highest endeavor of a just critic to render himself wholly 
unnecessary; the best discourse on music is silence. 
Why write about Chopin ?. Why not create at first 
hand—play, write and compose ? True, this impassioned 
outburst has to be moderated by Eusebius.” But consider, 
the significance of Schupiann's writing thus in his own 
journal about the critic's vocation. It plainly shows that 
he only took it up as an artist, and occasionally despised 
it. But with regard to Schumann’s place in art, Mendels¬ 
sohn did not. at that time, at all events, consider it a 
very high one; and he was.not alone in this opinion. It 
was shared, for example, by Spohr and Hauptmann. 
In Mendelssohn’s published letters there is no verdict 
on Schumann's music. The fact, however, remains that 
in Schumann’s earlier pianoforte works he felt that the 
power or the desire for expression in the greater forms 
was wanting, and this he said in conversation. He soon 
had reason to change his opinion, and afterwards ex¬ 
pressed warm interest in his friend’s compositions. 
Whether he ever quite entered into the individualities of 
Schumann’s music may well be doubted; their natures 
were too dissimilar. To a certain extent the German 
nation has recovered from one mistake in judgment; the 
tendency to elevate Schumann above Mendelssohn was 
for a very long time unmistakable. Latterly their ver¬ 
dict has become more just, and the two are now recog¬ 
nized as composers of equal greatness.—Dr. Philip 
Spilta, Berlin. «■ 
» THE FIRST LESSONS. 
The teaching of musical instruments is usually looked 
upon as an easy, work, simply because it requires little 
skill to play the exercises, but that is where the mistake 
is made. The first lessons require a correct understand¬ 
ing of the art of touch. They require the greatest watch- 
fulnefs and patience on the part of pupil and teacher, 
and they should be given by intelligent, watchful and 
patient teachers. The first instructors usually make or 
unmake pupils. Parents ought, therefore, to be careful 
when they come to select teachers for their children. 
Ab a profession, we have no means at our command to 
stop the work of .deficient teachers, but we may, and we 
ought to, instruct parents and bid them be more careful 
in this particular. So we may also appeal to teachers, 
urging them to perfect themselves, and this sort of work 
must be done mainly by the press. For this reason 
teachers ought to support musical journals; they ought 
to realize the fact that, as we have said in another place, 
they are the good teacher’s best friend. 
THE ETUDE. 
THE 81 TULUS 0.:' MELODT STUDY. 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
There is more stimulus in one piece by Schumann, 
properly taken up, than in twenty pieces by Loeschhorn, 
for example. Schumann had one of the most active 
and stimulating minds known to the art of music, and it 
is not possible for a student to come in contact with it 
without being stimulated and uplifted. This, of course, 
by the help of the teacher, properly selecting the piece 
and intelligently directing the study and carrying it to 
the point where the pupil really comes in contact with 
the musicTtself, and not merely with the externals. 
I believe that nothing would be better for average 
students than a reader containing short selections from 
Beethoven and other good writers of adagios and deep 
lyric slow movements. A slow movement" is an ideal¬ 
ized people’s song, and they are taken up by students 
long before the more purely musical activity of the alle¬ 
gro of a sonata or fugue is appreciatively followed. Ada¬ 
gios should always be studied for the music; allegros 
may be studied for technic. There is also a technic of 
adagio, but it is more a knack, a technic of touch, which 
is best gotten with a minimum of muscular thinking and 
a maximum of feeling. 
Still further, I hold (and I base the opinion upon a 
rather successful experience) that technic itself, in its 
higher aspects, is mastered more 'effectually through the 
study of pieces in which the technic is used emotionally, 
than from the practice of exercises properly so called, 
or the study of “Etudes.” There is no doubt that this 
is the case. I do not mean by this to give a student a 
difficult masterpiece without any preparation, but I do 
mean that technic is best gotten by the study of pieces 
using the technic incidentally—to the extent of at least 
half the practice. It is impossible for mediocre minds 
to invent 6tudes capable of presenting technic as it occurs 
in masterpieces. 
It is different when one studies Bach for technic. 
This, also, may easily be overdone, or, rather, the study 
may miss all the truly Bach qualities by keeping the 
study upon technic only, and stopping it before the inner 
musical life of the pieces comes to the experience of the 
student. But if the pupil only comes to realize the deep 
feeling which underlies almost everything of Bach, and 
learns to play the. piece with the proper coloration for 
bringing out the feeling of it, there is no study which is 
more productive. 
A VETERAN PUBLISHER GOiSE. 
S. T. Gordon, the veteran piano dealer and music 
publisher, is dead. The son.of a musician, he was born 
at Exeter, N. H., Sept. 22d, 1820, and held the position 
of leading organist in his native town as his father’s suc¬ 
cessor. For several years he conducted a music busi¬ 
ness in Hartford, Conn., and came to. New York some 
thirty-six years ago as the representative of the Ditson. 
catalogue.. Later on he formed the firm of Gordon & 
Berry. 
The old pioneer music publishers are passing away, 
and within a few years Oliver Ditson, Wm. A. Pond, S. 
Brainard, John Church, C. M. Cady, Wm. Hall, Thos; 
Hall, Henry Tolman, John Firth, Jas. Lee and S. T. 
Gordon have joined the silent majority. 
Hamilton 8. Gordon, his son, was admitted to part¬ 
nership with his father several years ago, undenthe firm 
name of S. T. Gordon & Son. Mr. Gordon was popular 
with his customers and a liberal business man. He 
was philanthropic and charitable as well as wealthy. 
The funeral services were conducted Sunday, Dec. 
21st, by the Rev. Dr. Taylor, of the Broadway Taber¬ 
nacle, and were attended by many of his friends in the 
music fraternity. He was laid at rest in the family plot 
in Greenwood Cemetery, 
Plain Talk.—Plain talk is the best for many reasons. 
There is mental and physical economy in it; there is life 
in it, and, when it springs spontaneously from the heart, 
you may depend there is sincerity in it.—Thomas Tapper. 
Teaching.—You must learn how little to teach. Not 
all the thoughts that pass through an instructor’s mind, 
during a lesson, are to be communicated to the student. 
Always select what is needful, and leave the rest; a 
time will come when it shall find a place. Education is 
not a rapid process because we conceive slowly."—Th'onias 
Tapper. 
MORE ABOUT THE PEDAL. 
BY FRED. L. LAWRENCE. 
A great deal has been written about that much abused 
accessory of the piauo, the damper pedal; many theories 
have been formulated in regard to the best method of 
teaching its proper use ; but still we are continually 
having scholars come to us who, though they may be 
well advanced in technical skill, yet utterly fail when 
th^y^ttempt to play the simplest melody with the help 
of the pedal. 
How many teachers, I wonder, have spent nearly the 
whole lesson hour with some non-pedalatioe pupil, over 
one of Mendelssohn’8 Songs without Words, or perhaps 
a Chopin Nocturne---only to have the pupil return for 
the following lesson seemingly without an idea of what 
was desired. And it is hot only pnpils who are deficient 
in this respect. Surely.we have all heard artists, of no 
mean reputation, who failed curiously in making the 
piano sing, and that mainly because they could not 
properly use the pedal. 
This state of affairs may have been partly due, on the 
part of the older pianists, to the use of pianos that were 
deficient in sustaining quality. But with the pianos of 
to-day no such excuse will answer. I believe that some 
teachers are to blame for this; either from thoughtless¬ 
ness or laziness the pupil is not carried along in his study 
of the pedal as he is in finger dexterity. The study*of 
the pedal should begin as soon_as the pupil has gained a 
slight control over his fingers, and should proceed in 
regular course. Of course, there are some very talented 
scholars who seem to use the pedal naturally, but I am 
now speaking of the majority. 
Let us discourage the term—loud pedal, for, though it 
surely does somewhat increase the volume of tone, yet it 
is apt to give the student a wrong impression as to its 
use. How often have you told a scholar to use the soft 
pedal in some pianissimo passage and then have him 
immediately remove h>s foot from the damper pedal, as 
if the two could not possibly be used together. First 
then, let the pupil thoroughly understand the action of 
the pedal—open the piano and let him see the modus 
operandi. Then start him with the simple exercise of 
playing the scale very Biowly with one finger, raising the 
hand between each note, but making the scale perfectly 
legato by releasing the pedal with each note struck, and 
pressing it down again as the hand risei?. When he 
becomes proficient in this, give him a similar exercise in 
thirds, and so on, gradually increasing their difficulty aa 
he advances, until he is playing chords both in close 
position and as extended as he can grasp. Of course, 
the exercises should frequently be so ar inged that two, 
three, or even more chords may be played without 
releasing the pedal. Sometimes require the pupil to 
transpose these chords into; other keys and so help 
establish independence between the hands and feet. 
For to be at all satisfactory the use of the pedal must 
be almost automatic. Schumann must have had some¬ 
thing of this kind in mind when he so many times wrote 
“ sempre pedal e” instead of marking the passage through 
as did other composers. 
Of course, these exercises must be applied by the pupil 
to hiB daily practice of Etudes and pieces, to be of prac¬ 
tical value. Very satisfactory results can be obtained 
by following the above method. 
(The above article calls attention to the necessity of impressing on 
the pupil’s mind the fact, that the pedal is a “sustaining pedal,"” 
and not a “loud pedal.” First impressions are of so much value, 
“that the teacher should be especial ly-eareful t!’it the pupil enter¬ 
tains the correct conception of this distinction at the very outset of 
his attempts to use the much abused- pedal. In applying the use of 
the pedal to pieces, choose one that is easy for the pupil anc oave it 
well learned first, then give a lesson in , 1 lug, showing how to 
study this piece especially and only for the correct use of the pedal. 
The pupil must realize that the pedal demands as much skill and 
accuracy in the use ofahe feet as- expression and phrasing demands 
of the hands. As a fu?tkw*«*Brci»e for showing what the pedal is 
and is not, put it down firmly and hold it while you strike the 0 
chord aud the A flat chord, calling attention to tbediscordaul effect. 
Show that the effect is practically the same as if you struck those 
two chords at once, which do as a proof of your assertion. It is 
worthwhile to spend some lime with the pupil and make a, whole 
lesson of this, and forever settle these fundamental facts in regard 
to this important part of piano-technic.—The Editos.J 
Habits formed in youth are powerful agents in the 
moulding of the man .—Thomas Tapper. 
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Let-ins' take.,'a few illustrations'of;how time ;.can and 
flight to be saved by applying the proper devices .to. 
gain the proper results, r Well-known passages of classical 
and instructive works, which are considered stumbling 
blocks for students, will answer the purpose best. Such 
are' (Example 1) measures five and six of Beethoven’s 
C maj ’ Op ., hich a • tten in 
broken tl rds. Very/simplej.indeed. Each 'karidialterna- 
ting, and Btill a treacherous little passage. 
By properly analyzing the figure, and applying tecirai- 
e;,\ an ? theoreti tl ren dies, we an greatly lessen he 
drudge - jf-practice In many < stances the student 
begins to practice without identifying the key (scale), 
rhythmical construction (time),or, what is difficult for be¬ 
ginners, the melodic, harmonic or chromatic progression 
of the passage. 
In the example above, all the fingers of both hands 
should be prepared before striking the first note of the 
figure, and held in position directly over their respective 
keys, ready for action. The hand should be turned 
somewhat to the right, on account of the “ following up ” 
movement, If these preparations are properly made; 
the good intentions of the student will meet with suc¬ 
cess. We may presuppose that students attempting to 
play this Sonata have studied scales; how many stumble 
in the last part in those little scale passages of only an 
octave; and why? Because they do not apply their 
knowledge-of scales and ask themselves, what key is 
this? what key is that ? 
Example II, Sonata, Op. 14, No. 2, 1st movement, 
G. The second subject is written in thirds, scale of D. 
It is repeated further on in B fiat and G. It is the rale 
. that the fingers should be changed when a note is re¬ 
peated. Although preparatory studies have been made 
in this branch of technic, their application is neglected, 
and a stubborn struggle over the passage ensnes. 
Example III, same Sonata, last movement, measure 
201, a scale in broken thirds. We slide on to measure 
203 ; suddenly an upper key fjf! A terrible obstacle ; we 
forget that the scale is G, not 0, and fail through want 
of application of theory. 'Another place where a strong 
rhythmical feeling and a proper accentuation should be. 
stringently applied, in order, to give the scale of G with¬ 
out failure, is found in measures 14-16, fingered nor¬ 
mally (the fourth finger on f #). (This always surprises 
the superficial student.) 
Example IV. The so-called Wald stein (Aurora) 
Sonata, Op. 68, measures 270-278. 
Is there any pianist who has not straggled with the 
passage where the bars climb up the scale, having the 
foundation notes written as grace noteB? The rale in 
Bkips over and above an octave is that the motion should 
be made, by means of a rounded curve of the wrist, in 
order to lessen the distance, like throwing a ball. Apply 
this law of nature and the tenths will come easier and 
sooner under the fingers, provided the fundamental tones 
are emphasized according to harmonic laws. 
Example V. Op. 67, last part, measure 168-168, will 
require much less practice if the pianist first familiarizes 
himself with canon^fbrm, modulatory sequence, and last, 
but not least, the construction of the figure with refer¬ 
ence to the original theme. 
Example VI. Chopin’s Valse in E flat, measures 186- 
160. The ornamentation of the melody by means of 
grace notes causes many students great annoyance. It 
may be a suggestion worth consideration, that the stndy 
of ornamentation should be left to the last, and that it 
Bhould be technically the final perfection of pianistic 
work. If this is done, the plain melody will be much 
better impressed upon the mind; later, the ornamental 
tones can be successfully added. Apply the rule that 
grace notes must be played on the beat, and half the 
time, otherwise necessary, will be saved. 
Chopin’s celebrated Ballade, Op. 47, contains many 
valuable hints, at measures 186-145 the theme is accom¬ 
panied by a contrapuntal figure in the bass. The left 
hand is constructed of turns, by means of passing and 
changing tones. The first two measures are based upon 
the chord of C; sharp minor; the next two measures form 
a. Modulation, from C: sharp minor to '.IV major. .The 
bass consisting of chromatic turns progressing down¬ 
ward. A useful and simple method of study for average 
8 ei ts is t mark the jt sail g and >1"* ging tt ies with 
little crosses, leaving the tones of the chords unmarked. 
First practice the melody with the bass notes (belonging 
V- tlies < chords) that are un i arl ed. 
When this combination is sufficiently impressed on the 
mind, let the left-hand technic, which is of a chromatic 
character, be thoroughly drilled into one’s self. Measures 
144—162 technically belong to the development of arm- 
power virtuosity ; any one who attempts to work this out 
by pure finger power will be gray-haired by the time he 
has succeeded. The theme mast come out with the full¬ 
est strength, and the harmonic sequential passage on the 
bass tones of the scale, leading to B major most be, as it 
were, shaken out of the hand and elbow. Also here 
(measures 168-162) it is necessary, to analyze the har¬ 
monic progression before an attempt is made to secure 
its technical and musical perfection. We have not the 
space to illustrate even the most important examples; 
but before closing this subject it may be useful to cite a 
few instances of a more general character. 
Every composition requires the indication of time. It 
is not sufficient merely to know how many beats there 
are in a measure; it is much, more important to repre¬ 
sent the stronger beats and distinguish them from the 
weaker ones, considering here only elementary teaching. 
It always amuses the listener to hear wrong syllables of 
words emphasized. In mnsic it seems to be of less con¬ 
sequence. If the pupil’s attention is called to this, the 
answer often is, “ If I only get the notes first.” Counting 
aloud is not sufficient, for both the piano as well as the 
voice must give the proper emphasis. How different are 
the rhythms of a polonaise, waltz, mazurka, minuet, etc., 
though all of them are written under the same time 
signature. If the application of rhythmic knowledge to 
neglected instrumental mnsic is very unsatisfactory-to 
the listener, the result is sure to be an uninterested and 
“conversational” audience. 
The other important feature of time is its character 
(tempo), indicated by Italian words, such as Allegro, 
Adagio, etc., also by means of metronomic figures. 
To illustrate : About twenty years ago Steinway Hall 
heard Chopin’s Nocturne, Op. 9, No. 2, played in waltz 
tempo. That celebrated pianist lost not only his hat, 
but his head ; he should have been peremptorily hissed 
off the stage, but, to the credit of the audience present, 
only a general whispering took place. 
The rate of m. 60 should be fixed in the mind as a 
standard. As this is one pendular vibration, a second, 
our ordinary sense of time mnst be strongly applied, and 
carried over into our music. This will improve our con¬ 
fidence in onr ability to time important works properly. 
If the readers of these suggestions will take the trouble 
to apply them in their private studies, the labor of their 
preparation will be abundantly recompensed. 
STANDARD TEMPOS. 
From The Leader. 
The information given in the following quotation will 
be acceptable to many teachers and pupils:— 
“ It is well to use the metronome often enough to be 
sure that something like the proper tempi are practised. 
Young musicians, or inexperienced ones, are liable to be 
unsteady in time, and the metronome is very useful in 
convincing them of the fact, but its use goes little beyond 
that. Students who practice by the metronome very much 
grow very mechanical. 
“ In playing marches, 110 beats to the minute is con¬ 
sidered about the right tempo. All marches must be 
considered as having two beats to the measure, whether 
written in common time, alia brevet, or six-eight. To test 
by the metronome, set the*pendnlnm at 110, and it will 
give you the correct time, two beats to the measure, 
whether the measure in question is represented by quarter 
notes, half notes, or notes of any other denomination. 
The waltz Bhould have 65 measures per minute ; polka, 
60; BchottiBche, 86 ■; mazurka, a little slower^than. the 
polka.!’ 
WI8D0M OF MANY. 
Man receives nothing from life without effort.—Horace. 
He who will teach mnst never cease to study.—Aloys 
Hermes. 
Never be unworthy of your young ambition.—Thomas 
Tapper. 
Store up the thoughts that other people let slip.— 
Bjomsens. 
Boqka are ever-burning lamps fed by the oil of 
wisdom?—Thomas Tapper. 
“Rapid playing is certainly no rare art, since even 
poor players can play rapidly.”—Loafs Koehler. 
I never practiced more than four hours a day, but these 
were carefully and methodically employed.—Chopin. 
Before the artist can hope to harvest sv:eet fruits, he 
must pass many a day of bitter experience.—H. Haupt¬ 
mann. 
If I am building a mountain, and stop before the last 
basketful of earth is placed on the summit I have failed. 
—Confucius. 
Whoever loves Bach’s music possesses a great art- 
treasure, which forever scatters all enjoyment of the 
frivolous in music.—Kohler. 
It is to the teacher that the labor of learning should be 
given, while the pupil should only receive pleasure in ~ 
the instruction.— G. Shilling. • 
Natural gifts may produce a poet, but they do not make 
a musician. The highest perfection is reached only by 
untiring practice and almost ceaseless work.—F. Brefidel. 
One proof of genius is constant progress; no matter 
what may be accomplished, the student of genius is never 
satisfied, but is always aiming higher.—A. M. Fupin. 
A performer must be inspired to inspire others, and 
therefore mnst necessarily feel the effects and place him¬ 
self in the emotions which he desires to produce and 
impress upon an audience.—Em. Bach. 
In the moral world good intentions secure respect and 
appreciation. In the realm of art they account for noth¬ 
ing. In this sphere only ability is the standard by which 
the artist is judged.—Schopenhauer. 
Don’t begin to perform mechanically or thoughtlessly. 
Have the love of beauty in your heart and mind before 
you commence, and endeavor to produce in yonr hear¬ 
ers the same feeling which inspires you.—S. C. Jeffers. 
The stndent Bhould imagine himself at the loom when, 
practicing, and producing either silk or sack-cloth, ac¬ 
cording to the manner of practicing; for on that depends 
the material produced.—From the German. 
“No, no,” said Liszt, “after yon make a ran you. 
must wait a minute before you strike the chords, as if in 
admiration of your own performance. You must pause 
as if to say, ‘ How nicely I did that.’ "—Amy Fay. 
Gluck became-a student of languages and literature 
that he might understanding^ attempt the reformation 
of the lyric drama. Wagner studied languages, history 
and mythology solely to aid him in his art. 
One endowed with talent, and yet nnable to rise above 
mediocrity, Bhould ascribe his failure to himself rather 
than to external canses. He does not cultivate his gifts 
as he could and should, and generally lacks the iron will 
of perseverance, which alone can conquer .obstacles in 
the way of success.—Mendelsshon. 
It is a helpful musjc study to sit with a volume of 
music and hear through the eye the tones represented on 
its pages. By this method of reads, g you should do 
much of the memorizing that perhaps yon sow accbm 
plish through repeated performances, whereby your 
fingers' rather than your brain become the trained mem¬ 
bers.—Thomas Tapper. 
Learn the music that comes from wellB of deep and 
pure inspiration. You must put pictures into your music, 
so sharply drawn, so deftly colored, that others shall at 
once grasp something of their beauty and their meaning. 
It is yonr best inner thought that must enter into your 
musical composition. Less than this yonr music will be 
unworthy of what it is in you ts. do.—Thomas Tapper, 
EDITOBIAL BOTES. 
SINGING WITH THE FINGERS. 
In the a tide by F. E Regal, * Muscular Tt aining 
for the Pianist,” published in the January issue, and the 
further consideration of the subject by W. S. B. Ma- 
the vs—“ Muscior Musical ? fcr nd a other col-, 
umn of this issue, we present thoughts of live and vital 
interest to all -teachers and pupils. Besides agility, 
flexibility and strength, the player needs a- certain prac¬ 
tice that shall enable him to express his musical thoughts, 
emetic is ind concepts with his fingc :t or t put it 
other wcrds hi finge i mu ing the nusic -lat he 
conceives and feels. But to do this there is a certain 
something, unexplained, which may be illustrated by 
saying that to a singer the keynote or tonic has a con¬ 
trolling influence on his musical hearing and feeling. 
So does the musical thought in voice-production, by 
giving the correct tension of muscle in each tone of the 
melody, as Mr. Mathews explains, and furthermore, the 
musical feeling, after sufficient practice, controls the 
movements of the fingers_as certainly as it does the mus¬ 
cles of the throat in singing, or that when we are joyous 
or delighted, or sorrowful and dejected, the muscles 
controlling speech modify the quality of the voice in 
such a way as to clearly show these feelings. 
With the good player the fingers, wrists and arms do 
their part automatically, therefore it is necessary to; rely 
upon the power of habit or automatism. Here we come 
to the necessity of correctly expressing the musical feel¬ 
ing or thought, over and over, again aud again, till the 
automatism is established. Hence we must give due 
consideration to both sides of the question, the techni¬ 
cal, mechanical or muscular, as well as to the emotional, 
musical thought, or Music Concept, all of which be¬ 
comes ours to use when we have made it a “second 
nature,” by exact, undeviating, perfect and long-con¬ 
tinued practice, for Art admits of nothing short of abso¬ 
lute perfection. Is it a wonder that good teachers re- 
• quire slow and true practice ? 
There is another fact bearing on this question that is 
worthy of note. When the musical and emotional nature 
of a player is thoroughly aroused, with this musical 
awakening there is an increased technical skill. On the 
other hand, if the player feels less musical emotion than 
usual, he will play Btumblingly, from the mechanical as 
well as expressional standpoint, not doing himself justice. 
This goes to prove that the player’s musical sense and 
feeling have governing power over his hand. To sum 
up both articles, technical skill must be acquired; the 
musical nature or talent of the student must be devel¬ 
oped; for neither can displace the other—they are 
equally essential. Recent developments in the teaching 
art tend towards technical development through musical 
means. Less five-finger exercises and dry 6tudes, and 
more music, especially formative music; that is, the 
easily appreciated gems of the best composers. For¬ 
tunately, they have given us such music of all grades of 
difficulty. 
“WHOKNQW8?” 
Thousands of women and young girls are teaching 
music now, who never • entertained the idea of being 
obliged to support themselves. The writer could fill 
several issues of The Etude with the sad life-stories of 
such teachers that he„ knows personally. They all tell 
one thing in almost the same words: “ Pa was wealthy. 
I liked music and had good teachers, but did not practice 
much, for there was so much going and visiting. I never 
Btudied harmony, and did not bother my head with 
studying very hard, anyhow. I played some brilliant 
yalses and salon pieces, but really knew nothing about 
music. I wish my parents had made me do thorough 
work; it would have-been worth worlds to me now. Do 
you know of any seminary where I could get a good 
teaching position ? Or of a good conservatory where I 
could teach some and take lessons of the director? I 
have a few pupils among my friends, but I cannot com¬ 
pete Tvith the best teachers. Why ! some of the best 
friends of my family when we were ‘ in clover ’ would 
not let me teach their children, for they know that I am 
not capable. If only my parents had given me a real 
education in music and not the smattering that they 
were sfftisfied with.” A good bank account is a good 
thing, and so is a policy in a first-class life insurance 
company, but a thorough education in some branch of 
learning is better. Would it not be worth while to 
educate the daughters of the family well enough to take 
a leading place as a teacher of music, so well that the 
parent could enjoy the complacent self-satisfaction of 
knowing that the child could meet fate single-handed 
and misfortune ? 
^ PLATERS AND SINGERS, 
Evert piano-player should be a singer. If his or her 
voice is at all agreeable, it should be well cultivated. If 
but an ordinary voice, still learn singing, for the work 
and cost will be doubly repaid in the better expression 
it enables the player to give. The player who can Bing 
plays the real music, because he can feel it, and thinks it 
rather than to only mechanically play the notes. Every 
teacher knows the superior quality of pupils who sing 
as well as play. Children that learn singing at the public 
schools are well on the road towards being fine players. 
Where music is not taught in the schools, there should 
be private classes for the children, especially for those 
who take piano lessons; therefore, see to it that your 
pupils learn to sing, and if there is no other way, teach 
a class yourself. It will pay you well, enlarge your 
acquaintance and broaden your influence. 
WHY IS IT SO? 
How often we see a great pile of music at the home of 
a “past pupil,” and yet the owner can play nothing 
through ; a passage here in this piece and another from 
that piece, and even that but poorly done. What is the 
trouble ? First. No regular daily practice. Second. 
Never learning the harder places of a piece. Third. Noth¬ 
ing of the artist’s standard and taste. Fourth. Indolence. 
Fifth. “Want of time.” Yes, but there is time found 
for everything else, no matter how trivial. Why not set 
apart a practice time for every day and adhere to it as 
much as to the attendance at the dinner table ? In this 
practice, work on.the difficult places of the piece in hand 
and never leave the instrument till one- or more such 
passage is conquered. Make it a rule with yourself to 
never put aside a piece until every part of it is thoroughly 
learned. Keep up the best of your old pieces by fre¬ 
quent reviews. Do not attempt music that is too difficult 
for you, and in making the selection consider how much 
you will practice daily: for the more limited the practice 
the easier must the piece be. You should read some¬ 
thing new every day, and play four-hand music, if possi¬ 
ble, for its help in reading. Good readers of music keep 
up their playing into active life. Teachers should re¬ 
quire evbry pupil to be an expert reader. There is 
quantities of musical gems that are easy. Be on the 
look out for them. Do not allow yourself to entertain 
the notion that “ there is very little music that is good or 
difficult enough for me.” 
PRIDE AND PRESAGE. 
The science of teaching is but about a generation old. 
The days are. passed when the' teacher’sjihotto can be, 
“No lickin’, no lamin’.” The teacher must use the 
new and improved methods or consider himself “an old 
fogy.” What is an old fogy? Webster says: “A dull 
old fellow ; a person behind the times, over-conservative, 
or slow.” How came he to be an old fogy? First. 
Undue egotism. He was and is afraid to use the new 
and better ways, for he thinks that people might think 
that he had been doing teaching. Second. Habit is 
strong with him, and he feels it would be hard to learn 
and practice the new, so he, excuses himself. Third. 
He is too lazy to take the trouble to improve himself, 
and teach in ways that require thinking and work on 
the teacher’s part. This is why he dislikes anything 
new, as bad as a tramp hates water. Look about you 
and see if the teachers that you know are doing any 
better, or are teaching the same as they did years ago. 
Do they attend the State and National Music Teachers’ 
Associations? Do they go to the Summer Music Schools ? 
Do they take a few weeks now and them and go to<the 
city.and take lessons'of some noted teacher? Are they 
readers of the educational musical magazines and 
journals ? Are their pupils taking music lessons because 
they are made to, or because they are musical enthu¬ 
siasts? Do their pupils practice five-finger exercises by 
the hour, Czerny’s Ultudes, and the compositions of 
“ other days,” those of Herz, Kinkel, etc.; or is the 
work that is set them full of true music, and the Beales 
and other exercises given in forms that require thought, 
accents and shading.,?.. Do their pupils pound the piano, 
or have they a touch ? If yon have a child that is to take 
music lessen, it will pay you to look into thiB matter 
'somewhat. 
W0BTHY OF OOMMEBT, 
GROWTH. 
“ As the twig is bent the tree is inclined.” We hear 
this old proverb so often that we fail to apply its great 
truth to our own work. Do you want to know what kind 
of a musician you will be? You can easily know; you 
will be just such as your hourly practice iB. That is, if 
you hold yourself up to superior work each moment 
while at the instrument; if you give your teacher your 
best attention and ask questions till every part of your 
lesson is clearly understood, and have a high ideal of how 
each part of it should be, and then practice it till you 
come up to this ideal, with a practice that makes no ex¬ 
cuses for mistakes, and, in-fact, allows none, you will be 
as superior a musician as the quality of your momentary 
practice is superior. Dr. Dykes has said :— 
It is our past which has made us what we are. We are the children 
of our own deeds. Conduct ha8 created character; acts have grown 
into habits; each year has pressed into us a deeper moral print; the 
lives we have led have left us such as we are to-day. 
A careful and painstaking practice that allows of no 
mistakes, and mistakes need never appear if the practice 
is sufficiently slow, will so establish the habit of accuracy 
that a mistake with you will be next to an impossibility. 
While, on the other hand, if you allow stumbling and 
poor work you will always play in that way. Can your 
teacher say the following of you?— 
His work is careful and conscientious and shows signs of constant 
improvement. Above all, he is receptive to honest criticism, and 
being of a progressive disposition it is easy to predict for him ulti¬ 
mate success. 
MUSICAL ENVIRONMENT. 
“ Can one handle pitch and not be defiled ?” or “ Can 
one go on hot coals and not be burnt?” “ Be not de¬ 
ceived : Evil companionships corrupt good morals.” It 
is a remarkable thing that nearly everything that can be 
said for the cultivation of morals is equally true of music. 
This being so, read the following as if it was about 
music: — 
Go with mean people, and you thiDk life is mean. Then i read Plu¬ 
tarch, and the world is a proud place, peopled with men of positive 
quality, with heroes and demigods standing around us, who will not 
let us sleep Whenever any skeptic or bigot claims to be heard on the 
question of intellect and morals, we ask if he is familiar with_the 
books of Plato, where all his pert objections have once for all been 
disposed of. If not, he has no right to our time. Let Mm go and 
find himself answered there. 
\ 
Never “ defile ” yourself by playing poor mnsic, and 
hear as little of it as possible. On the other hand, hear 
and play as much good music as you can. If-you wish 
to get the greatest amount of good instruction in music 
for a given amount of money, by all means spend a part 
of it in hearing artists at concerts, always having some 
point of interpretation or technic in mind to see and hear 
how the artist does it. Have the music before you if 
possible, and let it be familiar to you by previous prac¬ 
tice. Have a pencil and mark the expression and t. ects 
in the music as you hear them. . 
Men who have made their mark in the world are the 
men who never spared themselves; who have not only 
formed grand schemes, butwho have labored atthe details- 
—jF. Milner Fothergill. 
Life without a motive is a ship at sea without rudder, 
sail or compass, a fated,, dangerous craft, driven hither 
and thither by every breeze and eddy. Its path is a path 
'of danger; its destiny is to sink in the sea on which it 
floats in aimless way.—Thomas Tapper. 
LETTERS TO TEACHERS. 
BY W. 5. ft. MATHEWS. 
“ Please discuss as fully as space will permit the sub¬ 
ject'of staccato touch, sad speak particularly of the use 
of the wrist in such a touch. 1 K. S. 
Of similar tenor is the following:—“I use Masons"a 
Two-finger Technic as the best I know of for finger-touch. 
I have never been able to study these exercises myself 
with a teacher, and so do not get all the good possible 
out of them. Can you give me some advice about them? 
In what order and how much shall 1 give at a lesson 7 
What shall I giv fc • mat and arm moven cuts? ‘1. on 
treats mostly of finger 
I take the liberty of combining the foregoing ques¬ 
tions^because much j that-I have to jsay fits one equally 
well with the other, for the great exercise for wrist train¬ 
ing that I use is Mason’s Two-finger Exercises. But I 
do not teach them quite as he does, wherefore I feel 
rather modest about calling the forms I use his exercises. 
Nevertheless, we play them from his book, in so far as 
books are necessary. The two finger exercise exists in 
three radically^different types of touch, and the essential 
part of the system consists in correcting the one-sided 
ness which each form engenders if practiced exclusively, 
by diligent use of the other forms in immediate connec¬ 
tion. The first form is that for the Clinging Touch, and 
it is to be played exactly as written and fingered, except 
that I do not permit the dragging of the finger that 
touches the first tone of the motive over on to the second 
-key, as he does, in the earlier part of the practice. I 
believe that this method of getting a sensitiveness to 
clinging pressure with the points of the fingers leads to 
other faults which are even more opposed to good piano 
playing than the fatal Btaccato habit. The finger move¬ 
ment may also be obtained from this form of the exer¬ 
cise, and in fact this is one of the principal ends that I 
use it for. It is necessary for this purpose to raise the 
finger before touching the key and after the next key has 
been touched, or rather at the completion of the first 
tone, so that one finger passes the other midway in the 
touch. The practice clavier is very useful here. 
The second form of the two finger exercise is that for 
the Elastic Touch. This is almost invariably played 
wrong by those who have not had careful instruction 
from competent exponents of-the system, and occasion¬ 
ally by those who have. I teach this somewhat differ¬ 
ently from what Dr. Mason directs, for a reason which 
seems to me satisfactory. The movements in playing 
this exercise are the following: First raise the hand and 
extend it above the keys, about three inches above them. 
Then allow the hand to fall, the second finger, for ex¬ 
ample, touching the key C. The hand falls by its weight, 
and generally need not have additional force. The 
touch is a wrist touch, made by the hand as such. The 
finger which touches the key has no motion of its own, 
But simply receives the weight of the hand and carries 
it upon the key. Now comes the second element. The 
finger which is about to make the second touch is ex 
tended quite straight, the point being if possible two 
inches above the keys, the other finger meanwhile hold¬ 
ing its tone. Then touch the second key by shutting the 
hand, the finger touching the key as it passes, but not 
coming down vertically upon it, as if'dropped from 
above, and not lingering upon the key. The tone is 
made by the sweep of the finger on its way towards the 
palm of the hand, which it quite touches before its 
inward Bweep is ended. If the touch is made with vigor, 
and the wrist is relaxed immediately that the second tone 
sounds the hand will rebound upwards from the keys, 
about three inches, the wrist being permitted to become 
entirely lax. The essentia] points of this touch, which 
is the extreme degree of a staccato finger touch, are (1) 
that the first tone be produced by a hand touch ; (2) the 
finger be properly raised for the second touch ; (3) the 
two tones be perfectly connected (4) and the second 
tone be exactly as strong as the first, which can only be 
the case when the will is directed strongly into the Becond 
tone; and (6) that the hand spring upwards from the 
wrist as an incident of the completion of the touch. I 
am in the habit of insisting upon this rebound of the 
hand, because observation upon many cases has shown 
that if the hand be held at rest while this extreme stac¬ 
cato is made, the wrist nine times out of ten is not re¬ 
laxed, but held rigid. What I desire in this exercise is 
a complete abandon to the emphatic action of the flexor 
muscles, and a cessation of the action at the very moment 
when the work has been done, which will be as soon as 
the second tone has begun to sound,-or when the finger 
has passed the key.- The points to be avoided in this 
practice are the appearance of rigidity or angularity at 
the completion,,of whs, touches. 
This exercise tends towards undue rigidity of finger, 
although it is the most powerful developer of a strong, 
hearty, deep and satisfying tone that piano-technic can 
show. But in order to realize only benefit from the 
prac ice ' fa * n xt followin - ;x« rcise must be , racticed in 
immediate connection. It is the so called Light Touch, 
like numbers 7, 8, 9, etc , in the Touch and Technic. In 
this exercise what is especially desired is complete flexi¬ 
bility of wrist, and lightDess of hand. It is to be played 
in the manner following: The first tone of every two is 
made by permitting the hand to fall upon the key from 
the height of about half an inch, the finger making the 
touch taking no active part whatever, saving to receive 
the weight of the! hand, which, however, must be very 
light indeed. The second, touch is made with the next 
finger, moving as little as possible, the points of the fingers 
having been held very close together in the fall of the 
hand upon the first key. There must be not the slightest 
curving in of the point of the finger towards the palm of 
the hand while the second touch is made, all the motion 
being made upon the joint where the fingers join the 
hand. During this pair of tones the hand is held as 
lightly as possible, the weight of the touch not exceed¬ 
ing one or two ounces, and when the exercise has been 
well practiced the stroke most be diminished to as little 
motion as will do the work, and the mechanical force ex¬ 
pended must not exceed a Half ounce. The wrist is held 
perfectly light, and all the joints of the fingers are loose 
and floppy. This relaxed condition of the hand is just 
the thing to correct the rigidity engendered by exercise 
for the elastic touch. The speed at first need not be 
great, but as soon as the correct method of motions be 
established, the speed must be increased to a high rate, 
say about eight or ten tones a second. Yet, however fast 
the exercise may be played, the first tone of every 
motive must be produced from the wrist, and the second 
with the finger, the hand resting upon the first key in a 
state of absolute repose, no matter how fast the exercise 
may be played. This repose upon the first key is im¬ 
portant, having in it much of the good effect of the exer¬ 
cise upon the general touch, and upon many fine points 
of phrasing. 
As to amount of practice upon the two-finger exercises, 
no rule can be given. Probably the best that can be 
done is to take a fortnight or more upon the two-finger 
exercises in the diatonic scale, after which one goes on 
to the forms next in the book, taking about a fortnight 
upon each form. 
. I have made a part of the essay upon the staccato 
touch. The elastic touch is the extreme form of the 
finger staccato; the Becond tone of the light and fast 
form is the extreme of the light finger staccato. There 
are many other-staccato touches : as one with the hand 
from the wrist, the hand rising immediately after touch¬ 
ing the keys, the fingers doing nothing but receive the 
hand and carry its impulse to the-keys ; there is also an 
elastic touch made by combining the wrist-touch with a 
finger elastic. This is a very effective form for heavy 
chords where a strong and decided effect is wanted. 
The staccato touch in the “second rhythm ” of the light 
form of the two-finger exercise is even more trying than the 
forms previously described. When it is made, the finger 
must not have the slightest shutting motion, bat remain 
passive, as to its outer joints, and the weight of the Hand 
remain in repose upon the key for a definite time, no 
matter How short. When thus practiced these two forms 
of the light two-finger exercises, together with the broken 
thirds played legato without phrasing (exactly as in the 
Plaidy system), are sufficient to correct the defects which 
most Btudents of the Plaidy system find in the^Mason 
system, namely, the habit pupils are apt to form.of using 
tne sliding motion ot the point of the fingers all the 
time, and their inability to make a square legato touch 
in runs. I have experienced the same difficulty myself. 
What we desireIb a complete control of the hand, and 
an ear fine enough to identify the different tone-shades 
of touch, and to associate with the tonal Bense the me¬ 
chanical means by which it can be most easily and surely 
secured. 
If, now, the questioners will ask again for any point 
wherein I seem to have left this subject incomplete, I 
will go o&£nd do my best to answer the remaining parts 
°f it. W. 8. B. Mathews. 
SPECIAL PREMIUM OFPER, 
The Etude tenders many thanks to its readers and 
patrons for the very gratifying increase of new sub¬ 
scribers, and the renewal of almost all the old ones, 
with which we have started upon the new year. Be¬ 
ginning with the January number, we print an issue of 
10,000 copies monthly, which is 2500 more per month 
than for 1890. We have daily assurance from the many 
friends and supporters of The Etude that all are doing 
something to. spread its influence, and we believe that 
if all will make an earnest effort during the coming 
year to further its circulation, we will be able, by the 
beginning of 1892, to increase the issue to 15,000 copies. 
We therefore propose to help to attain this by offering 
each month a “Special Premium" inducement for those 
sending new subscribers, and this mouth it will be a 
genuine Maelzel Metbonome (French), without bell, 
fine mahogany case, and our own importation. On our 
regular Premium List this is offered for 10 subscrip¬ 
tions. For this month only we will send it to any one 
sending us six subscription's, providing cash is sent with 
them. 
This is an opportunity to procure one of these valu¬ 
able instruments at the cost of very little effort, and this 
offer is only one of many excellent inducements that will 
follow during the coming year. 
Remember that cash must accompany the subscrip¬ 
tions, and that this offer will positively be withdrawn 
Feb. 1st. 
EXTEMPORE PLAYING. 
The art of extemporizing on a given theme is one that 
has but few exponents, and demands the possession of 
special faculties for its worthy development. 
A thorough knowledge of the laws governing musical 
composition, fertility of invention, and a subtle power 
of aualysis in order to gauge instantly the possibilities of 
a “ subject,” , besides perfect self-command of resources 
and a facile technique, are some of the qualities neces¬ 
sary to insure success.. 
Although it is the privilege of a Very limited number 
successfully to pass such an ordeal In public, it is desira¬ 
ble that the student-should endeavor to improvise in 
private, as it is calculated to strengthen his individuality, 
impart freedom of style, and develop his inventive fac¬ 
ulties. At first, the elaboration of a simple phrase 
should occupy the attention, strict regard being paid to 
modulation and rhythm, as the two primary features de¬ 
manding attention. Fugal and imitative aUnent, may 
be afterwards attempted. , 
It will also:be found desirable to extemporize mentally, 
as this not only educates the faculties bicught into play 
more thoroughly, but the plagiarism consequent on force 
of habit, which unconsciously causes the fingers to exe¬ 
cute passages rendered familiar by technical practice, is 
thereby avoided, and the risk of similar mjehapa when 
at the piano is considerably lessened. 
Extempore playing is a very dangerous weapon in the 
hands of the unskilled.. It is an art that cannot be ac¬ 
quired except by th ose possessed of exceptional qualifi¬ 
cations ; and, however useful it may prove as an educa¬ 
tional accessory in the privacy of the studio, as a gen¬ 
eral rule it is unwise to experiment in public.—Musical 
Herald. 
' NEW PUBLICATIONS. " Tour edition of’’“Heller’s Studies” is by far the best 
: .1 . f have * ver seen. I shall be glad to use it 
IKALISCHE3 CONVERSATIONS LEXICON. ' / H’ W' Mobsman, 
Emil Breslauer. Julius Schuberth & Co., Leip- I am delighted with your charming publication, “ Se- 
, Germany. lected Studies from Heller.” The selections are most 
■s is a miniature encyclopaedia. It is the 11th successful. It was not an easy task to select from so 
.n, which has been completely revised and en- many beautiful studies the most[beautiful. 1 shall soon 
1, bringing the work up to recent date.. It is a them m teaching, and look forward to doing so with 
valuable hand-book for musical biography and P'™1?.1?’ to , m „ T 
;al terms to those, who are acquainted with the Wishing it and The Etude a prosperous new year, I 
lan language. Every subject is given due impor- remain t7Marie Richardt 
, the most recent compositions coming in for a . • mAKlfc 
il share of attention. The work has 650 pages, and j have examined the works of W. S. B. Mathews in 
in Germany for 6 marks. It can be procured “ Studies in Phrasing,!’ and “ Studies in Melody Play- 
gh the publisher of The Etude. ing,” by H. C. Macdougall. Itis with real satisfaction that 
THEORY OF MUSIC. By L. C. Elson. New I add such valuable aids to my musical curriculum. I 
gland Conservatory of Music, Boston, Mass. most heartily recommend them to the profession. I have 
° , , , , - . . . . .e not a doubt they will at once fill the place they were de- 
most valuable work for every earnest student of si d and thei' merit fits them for. H 
2. We at present have no work filling the field of 6 (Mrs.) L. M. Parker. 
volume. It is a work that those contemplating the ' ' 
»e of the American College of Musicians will find I am very much pleased with the Presser edition of 
liable. The subjects are treated in a very clear and “ Thirty Selected Studies,” by Heller. The descriptions 
matic manner. The subject of acoustics is treated and names make them much more interesting to pupils, 
ur chapters, after whicn the various instruments Respectfully, 
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lating to notation is treated in'two chapters. Musical 
form is perhaps the most valuable part of the book. 
Most of our text-books of this order are either trans¬ 
lations from the German, French or English works, 
which are not suited to the American student. In this 
, work' Mr. Elson has given the earnest student a work 
that meets his wants fully. We heartily recommend the 
work to our readers. It can be procured for $1.60, 
I want to thank you for Mathews’ “ First Lessons in 
Phrasing.” Not enough can be said in its praise. 
Mrs; Clara 0. Rorison. 
W. S. B. Mathews' ‘‘First Lessons in Phrasing and 
Musical Interpretation ” is a pedagogical master stroke. 
The theoretic introduction—clear, plain, concise, and 
yet complete—will prove very profitable reading, not only 
either through The Etude or from the New England to pupils, but alsp to a good many teachers 1! The se- 
Conservatory of Music, in which institution it has been lection of pieces, twenty-five, is exceedingly happy, con- 
adopted in the course of study. taining the best, and progressing very gradually from 
TESTIMONIALS. 
We have examined Macdougall’s “Studies in Melody 
Playing” well, and can say that Mr. Macdougall has 
spared neither time nor trouble in preparing his work. 
The studies are well selected, interesting', and well 
adapted to arouse the nobler sentiments of the heart. 
We are really delighted with them, and it gives-us great 
pleasure to recommend them. Later on we will send 
for more copies. Yours sincerely, 
Benedictine Sisters, Erie. 
“The First Studies in Phrasing,” by W. S. B. Ma¬ 
thews. is superb. Combining thorough explanations with 
beautilul selections, it gives a book for young students 
that cultivates the mind, educates the fingers, elevates the 
¬
the easy to the more difficult. The annotations—all to 
the point—and the excellent print deserve special credit. 
The book has been adopted as one of the essentials in my 
“ Course of Music.” 
The Presser Edition of “Stephen Heller’s Studies” 
will hereafter, undoubtedly, supersede any other. Why? 
1st. The teacher no longer need select the best ones from 
Ops. 45, 46 and 47, and he cannot teach them all. 
Thirty of the seventy-five are arranged for him very 
methodically and happily in this edition. It saves, 
therefore, labor, and alto expense, Bince one book, 
prices being equal, is cheaper than three or six in other 
editions. 2d. The name heading each study, not to he 
found in any other edition, is a key to the understanding 
of each of them, and forms, with the introduction pre¬ 
ceding each one, a valuable synopsis or analysis. 3d. 
The annotations, the careful phrasing, without any print¬ 
ing mistakes, the clear print, the excellent paper—all 
taste for good music. I think it jinexcelled, and hope these will commend it as the best of the good. 
all teachers will “taste and see that it is good.” „ E. M. Goldberg. 
Miss S. M. Rogan. 
. . . The “Heller Studies” duly received. Allow me to 
Chats wits Music Students, by - Ih. Tapper, is a congratulate you upon the really happy idea of so corn- 
book of such superior merits that I should be willing to bining these lovely studies. The selections are most 
claim for it the praise of being simply the best book a excellent. F. R. Webb. 
music student can possess ; unconditionally so. I shall 
urge every one of my pupils to buy a copy, and while The package of music sent me on approval reached 
I thus may benefit them directly, I will benefit myself me in good condition, and is, beyond doubt, the finest 
indirectly, as the pupils who read it will surely be easier and best collection of music I have ever received from 
to teach and be made more receptive for well meant 
advice. Let me congratulate you upon your excellent 
publication. Yours truly, 
Constantin Sternberg. 
any publisher, and it has settled the question as to whom I 
am to deal with henceforth. Mrs. E. G. Fracker. 
t ti  I received yonr “ Selected Studies from Stephen Hel- 
I want to tell you how much I appreciate The Etude. |?r>”and appreciate highly the taste with which the selec- 
I could dispense with any other paper or magazine (and 18 madej. ,Y°ur edlt.10n 13 superior to any other. 
I am a great reader, too) better than I coaid do without 0n!y aecomphshed musicians ought to attempt to write 
such a valuable publication as The Etude. and Pu51,sh m<»io or to interpret classical works. Thera. 
jj Hadley is much error extant m regard to new music and new 
editions of old composers. In your edition there is just 
*' Introduction to Students in Phrasing,” is like all of enough of explanatory remarks to arouse the interest 
. S. -B. Mathews’ good books—’tis fine. The younger and enthusiasm of the pupil for the peculiar beauties of 
embers of my class are delighted. Surely we Ameri- these noted studies. E. I. Schlechtendal. 
W
m
'cans will yet be to the front with such works for our 
children. Mrs, F. N. Honaker. . . . “ Musi® and Culture ” is the title of a new book just 
T ,, , , , , . , published by Theodore Presser, of Philadelphia. The 
I am delighted with Dr. Merz s book winch you sent volume is by the late Karl Merz, Mus. Doc., and is given 
me, and will review it verysoon. -It contains very much out under the auspices of Constantin Sternberg and Jo- 
valuable information. Yours truly, hannes Wolfram. Karl Merz was one of the most 
. .Louis O. Elson, Boston. scholarly and philosophical writers upon musical topics 
The Etude mast be regarded as one of the most who graced the editorial chair of class journalism. His 
potent educational forces'in the country,1 because it is talents were not mere surface-polish, but were deeply 
the medium for the expression of thS best thoughts by i in bedded in a foundation of solid learning that enabled 
practical teachers. Wit. B. Wait. him to rise far beyond the heights attained by mere plod- 
-o- ti a i l j cil j- ,, , xr ,, . , . . ders. The book is a valuable compilation of lectures 
Your Selected Studies, py Heller, receives. After an(j essays written .by him at various periods, the occa- 
looking them over earefu ly, it gives me pleasure to con- Bions for which arose durins’ his antive ernerienee n.n n. 
es  
g  
. . .  
. - ... „ , , , sions for hich arose during his active experience as a 
gratulate y^u on the publication of this useful work, teacher in the Wooster University, where he occupied 
They are well selected and properly graded/ The anno- the chair of Music.—Supplement to “ The Musical 
tations will be ot great service to teachers and etudents. Standard.” 
The typographical features of the work are excellent, ___ 
and are in every particular a credit to the musicians who 
have undertaken the revision of thie very useful set of However mean your life is, meet and live it; do not 
studies. No. 1 of the Presser Edition should be used by shun it and call it hard names. It is not so bad as you 
every pianoforte teacher in the land.. are. It looks poorer when you are richest. The faults 
John Silvester. finder will find faults even in Paradise.—Thoreau* 
USE OF THE WOBD “ TECHNIQUE.” 
BY HERYE P. WILKINS. 
It is curious to note" the restricted and often mistaken 
meaning given to this word, when used in connection 
with piano-playing. Most writers who use it seem to 
make it refer to or mean agility ; they will, for example, 
speak of touch, tone, phrasing and technique as if this 
last were some branch apart and different from other 
branches of the art of playing. 
To be triJe^to its origin, this word must mean, and 
does mean, everything connected with a given art, and 
refers to the perfection of details in an art-work; so in 
piano-playing, everything which goes to make up a per¬ 
fect performance—Tone, with all its lights and shades, 
and contrasts; Rhythm, with all its infinite variety of 
divisions and meanings; Articulation, by which every¬ 
thing is made clear and intelligible, and, in short, all 
that pertains to the perfect mechanical reproduction of a 
work—is a part of Technique ; and so, conversely, Tech¬ 
nique is the sum and total of all these details, bo that a 
player may show his Technique in a slow movement as 
well as in a rapid one. In the nocturne or cradle song 
he will display a fine Binging tone appropriately con¬ 
trasted with its accompaniment, and in the polonaise or 
other brilliant movement will display qualities of ener¬ 
getic rhythm, breadth of movement, power of tone and 
agility; all these are branches of Technique. 
One other thing Technique is riot: it is not muscles 
nor muscular movements considered apart from musical 
effect. There are, to he sure, certain technical rales to 
be,observed in the training of the hands for playing,* bat 
these are not Technique any more than the technique of 
painting is the manner in which a painter holds his brush. 
The technique of a piano piece relates to the effect of it 
as music, to the perfect reproduction of all its details to 
the ear and mind. And as regards muscular movements, 
it would be difficult to find two artists who would play 
alike ; one will play with a large and free {movement of 
the hands and fingers, and another in a more restricted 
manner, and yet each have a perfect technique—a perfect 
mastery, of all artistic details. 
CONGEST PROGRAMMES. 
Recital by E. A Smith and Pupils, Fargo, Forth Dakota. 
Duet, OiosCriollos, 4 hands,Gottschalk; Nocturne, Dreyshock Men- 
uet, E Flat, Mozart; Chant du Berger, SchulhofF; Review of Current 
Musical Items, given by Mr. E. A.Smith; Menuet,Paderewski; Au 
Matin, Godard; Valse Styrienue, Woll nhaupt; Recitation, “ Piano 
Music;” SpinningSoug, Koelling; Grande Polkade Concert,Bartlett; 
Op. 35, 4 hands, Fesca. 
Ohio Wesleyan Univei tity Conservatory of Music, Delaware, O. 
Organ Prelude and Fugue In A minor, J. S. Bach, tranB. by Frani 
Liszt; Gavotte in K minor, Capen; Le Cavalier Faotdstique, Godard; 
Vocal— (a,“The King of Love," (6) *• Even-Song,” Pierce ; (a) Noc¬ 
turne, Op, 37, No. 2, (6) Fantasie Impromptu, Op. 66, Chopin ; Magic 
Fire Scene from Die Walk-are, Wagner-Brassln; Vocal—(a) “The 
Danza,” (6) “Allah," (r.) “He Loves me," Chadwick; Nachtfeier, 
Op. 7, No. 2, Jansen; “If I were a Bird,” Henselt; Staccato Etude, 
Rubinstein. 
Virginia Female Institute, Staunton, Va. 
Menuet, two pianos, eight hands, Scharwenka; Song—“ Best of 
All,” Moir; Nocturne, Bavina; Chaconne, Durand; 8< -j—“ Clover 
Blossoms.” Rogers; Piano and Organ Duo—Overt>>.re, Poet 
Peasant, Suppe; The Last Hope, Gottsehaflr; La Gondola; Henselt; 
Song—“My Dearest Heart,” Sullivan; Overture, two pianos, e.’ ,t 
hands, Banditenstreiche,Suppe. 
A Programme of American Compositions, by Pupils of Ebei% H. Farris. 
Tarantella, in G minor, Bassford; Petite Mais Joll, Sutter; Taran- 
telle, four hands, Maylath; Vocal Solo—“To-Night, Love,” Strelezki; 
‘‘A Mother's Song,” Pattison; Romance, Warren; focal Duet— 
“Nearthe Convent,” Dolan; Valse Styrienne, Wollenhaupt; Galop 
Militalre, four hands, Merz; Vocal Solo—“ O, Loving Heart, Trust 
On,” GottBchalk; Japauese Dance, six hands, Baker; Violin and 
Piano—Pavane, Eichberg; Mazurka, Opus 33, Brandies; Fleur de 
L’Amitie, Sherwood; En Avant, four hands, Matthews. 
Recital by Pupils of Mrs. F. Knapp, Jamestown, Forth Dakota. 
Overture to Prometheus, four hands, Beethoven; Allegro; from 1st 
Sonata, Weber; Children’s Bali, Kullak; Hong—“Why Droop the 
Roses?” Berthold-Tours; Warurn, Fabel. Op. 12, Schumann ;-Fan- 
taisie Lucia di Lauiermoor, Prudent; Walts and Finale from Geburt- 
sSag Musik, four hands, Bohm; Pas Redouble, six hands,Streabbog; 
Une Perle, Behr; Second Rhapsodie Hongroise, Liszt; Waltz Song, 
Arditi; Fiscl.erlied, G. Lange; Kaust, four hands, Bll'sma Freres. 
Piano Recital, by Nerve D. Wilkins,/Rochester, F, Y. 
Sonata In C, Op. 2, No. 2. Beethoven; Songs—(a) "8ulelka,” (6) 
“Slumber Song” Men.deli.8ohn; Gavotte In E, Bach-Tours; Kreis- 
lerisana, No. 2, Schumann; Faust Waltz, Gounod-Liszt, Lied, “ Meine 
Ruh ist bin,” Schubert; Selections Irom American Composers, (a) 
Forest Echoes, (b) Minuet, (c) Scene Militaire, Wilkins; Silver 
Spring, Wm, Maxon; The Last Smile, Wollenhaupt; Songs—“Good 
Night, Dear Heart,” “ Wherever I Wander,” Blume&sclwln; Polo¬ 
naise, Op. 53, Chopin. 
The “ Beethoven Society,” of Sedalia, Mo. 
An Evening with Mozart; Andante, from Sonata in D major; Con¬ 
certo, 1) minor (orchestral parts on second piano); Andante, from 
Sonata in C major; Rondo, from Sonata in D major ; Allegro, Sonata 
„ in G major;-Fantasie, secondrpiano accompaniment,'by Salnt-Hafins; 
Theme and Variations, Sonata in A major; Duo, from “Magic 
Flute.” 
CYCLOPEDIA OF MUSIS AND MUSICIANS. 
Edited U HNDENISON,:CHAMPLIN, Jr. Critical Editor, WILLIAM F. APTHORP. 
This important work takes its place as an acknowledged authority in its special field, and ranks with its pre¬ 
decessor, the “'Cyclopaedia of .Painters and Paintings,” in the skill and conscientious care with which it has been 
prepare, and the sumptuously handsome form in which it is issued. • 
The limited edition consists of 600 numbered sets, and is_published in three quarto volumes, with decorated 
parchment binding, the price per volume being $25.00 net. The work contains over one thousand illustrations, 
including thirty-six full-page portraits, etched especially for this edition. 
It is the most complete and comprehensive work of its kind thus far issued. It is 
'A Full Biographical Dictionary of the musicians of all times and schools. 
A Guide to Musical Literature, embracing works in .all languages. 
A Cyclopedia of the Great Mutsical Works, with reproductions in facsimile of famous scores. 
A Superb Collection of Illustrations of all phases of the subject. 
« a magnificent quarto, printed in bold and beautiful type. The immense and patient research of the editors is apparent; but the 
particular feature which gives to the work an unrivaled position is the richness of illustration. It is a grand book of reference.”—The 
Academy (London.) 
\* Full Descriptive Circulars sent to any address on application. 
CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS, Publishers, 743-745 Broadway, New York. 
nTvmnm unmn i T TlTfimTlTTIffTllTmn the eight thing in the eight place. 
THE CONSERVATORY 
Mandolins, 
Of best, well-seasoned 
-IlSlm ,nateI*al> warranted true 
MM finger-boards, and not to 
crack. At reasonable 
prices, from the makers, 
HARTMAN BROS. & REINHARD, 
235 BOWERY, NEW YORK. 
Illustrated Catalogue sent free on application. 
The Perfection Lamp Holder, t PIANOS AND ORGANS. 
Send for our Booklet, entitled, 
“The Right Thing in the Right 
Place/’ It gives all the facts. 
THE LIGHTNING 
Check Punch Co, 
88402 Cannon St., 
BRIDGEPORT, CONS. 
For sale at Music Stores, or delivered, express paid, 
upon receipt of price. 
H*-hlet of infbnasilon and &b-V 
f the laws. Showing How to/i 
l Patents, Caveats, 'fraAe/M 
% Copyrights, sent Irte./jSk 
Itms MUNN - A CO.Afflr 
161 Broadway. szM-S 
rntmeassms^.. New York. 
A GRADED COURSE OF STUDY 
FOR _i 
Cl NET ORGAN 
By M. S. MORRIS. 
PBICE io ct®. 
Containing the best lists of pieces 
aes of voluntaries, arranged in sys nin i 
reference. 
arid studies, vol- 
tematic order for 
Address Publisher, 
" THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, - - Philadelphia, Pa. 
CRAMER STUDIES. 
From the Von Biilow Edition. 
PRICE $1.50. FIRMLY BOUHD. 
LIBERAL DEDUCTION TO THE PROFESSION. 
The Volume contains the choicest of the Von Biilow 
editions, which are published in sheet form, in four 
books. This abridged edition can be used in most cases 
for the complete work. Only the most difficult and un 
important ones have been eliminated. 
Address Publisher, 
THE®. -FEESSEM,, 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
PRACTICAL AND PLEASING. 
Tl)e Art of Pianoforte Playing 
By HUGH A. CLARKE, Mu#. Doc. 
Price $1.50 Postpaid. 
f - _ 
The design of the work is to furnish a thoroughly 
artistic school for beginners, embodying all the latest 
results of the best criticism. The exercises have been 
constructed with great care, and are graded in such a 
way that the difficulties that beset beginners are almost 
insensibly overcome. Not a page has been admitted for 
the purpose of making a book ; no other work has been 
borrowed from; but every piece in the work is the 
result of careful study of. the requirements of a complete 
elementary Bchool for the pianoforte. u 
Address Publisher, 
THEODORE PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA. 
EVERYBODY’S MUSIC. 
Among the abundant treasures .of our Immense stock, every one-la 
sure to be suited. 
ihmpm net Peepi. trill likt 
TEMPEHANfE CRUSADE (35 eta., 53.60 dz.). Emerson A 
Moore 
TEMPERANCE SALLYING BONOS (35 cts., *3.60 da.). 
Male Voice Clubs trill like 
EMERSON’S MALE VOICE GEMS (*l, *9 dz ). 
EMERHON’S MALE VOICE CHOIR (50 ctB., *5 dz.). 
Tht Grand Irmy will like 
WAR SONGS (50 ctsl, *4.50 dz.). 
Boy*, old and young, will like 
COLLEGE BONUS, 90 songs (50 cts.). 200,000 sold. 
School Teacher* cannot tietp liking the three books of 
SONG MANUAL, {g&^ao’dT.^’} Person. 
Piano Teacher* will like, very much, as the best companion io any 
Instruction Book, 
MASON'S SYSTEM OF TECHNICAL EXERCISES ($2.50/, 
Gospel Singers will like 
PRAISE IN SONG (40 cts., *4.20 dz.). Emerson. 
CHOICE SACRED SOLOS, 34 fine songs. 
CHOICE SACRED SOLOS, for Low Voice;40 songs....#1. 
SONG CLASSICS, Soprano and Tenor, 50 songs  .....*1. 
SONG CLASSICS, Low Voice, 47 songs.._....ji. 
CLASSIC BARITONE AND BASS SONGS..„..*1. 
CLASSIC TENOR SONGS, 36 songs.;.....ft, 
CHOICE VOCAL DUETS, the very best..41. 
EVEREST'S ALBUM OF.SONGS, good selections...*1. 
MAUD V. WHITE'S ALBUM, tasteful songs...41. 
SULLIVAN'S VOCAL AL8U M, a master’s work...*1. 
POPULAR SONG COLLECTION, 37 good songs.*1. 
GOOD OLD SONGS we used to sing, 115 songs.1....... SI. 
COLLEGE SONGS. 60c. 
COLLEGE SONGS FOR BANJO; FOR GUITAR, each._*1. 
RHYMES AND TUNES. Osgood, 8weet home music.*1. 
. INSTRUMENTAL. 
PIANO CLASSICS, Vol. 1, 44 pieces.....*1. 
PIANO CLASSICS, Vol. 2, 31 pieces.. *1. 
CLASSICAL PIA.NISTr42 piijies.#1. 
POPULAR PIANO COLLECTION, 27 pieces.*1. 
POPULAR DANCE MUSIC COLLECTION.*1. 
YOUNG PEOPLE’S CLASS'CS, 52 easy pieces..*1. 
The above are it/I superior boohs. 
EMERSON’S NEW RESPONSES. £$& 
Quartet and Church Choirs; 74 short pieces of sacred music of the 
best character, such a3 your choir needs. 
1- _ 
THE TEMPERANCE CRUSADE. ESspJJ. 
L. O. Emerson and Edwin Moore. Earnest, refined, elevated poetry, 
and music, which will be most welcome to the best classes of 
temperance workers._ 
QflMG Ur SJRilMV (60 cts., 86 doz.), by L. O. Emerson. 
uUNu nHnmUl « . Just exactly the book that will suit 
you for this winter’s Singing Classes. Also an appropriate and good 
book for High SchodU. _ 
Adopt, without fear, for Graded Schools, oar ■ 
QflUC MAMII I (Book 1,30 cts., S3 doz.; or Book 2,40 
OUHO If. I.UHL, cts., *4.20 doz.; or Book 3, 50 cts.,*4.80 
doz.) Admirably adapted to the different ages of school life, with 
plain instructions and best of music. 
CLASSIC FOUR-HAND COLLECTION («) Nine¬ 
teen superior Duets for Piano, by Godard, Bohm. Hofinann, Brahms, 
and other first-class composers. 
_YOUNG PLAYERS’ (*1.00). 51 of the very best and 
POPULAR, COLLECTION very easiest pieces for begin¬ 
ners, filling 143 pages. ’ Heartily commended to Piano Teachers as 
the first book of pieces (or recreations) to use. 
WHITNEY’S.. (82). 33 good pieces for M anual and Pedal 
ORGAN ALBUM by 20 good composers. 
OPERATIC - (#1). 19 t>f the best operas are rep- 
PIANO COLLECTION resented, and their .melodies form 
the themes for as many pieces, by the best modern composers, fur¬ 
nishing the very best entertainment for the lovers of favorite- 
operatic airs. - - _ 
CHOICE SACRED SOLOS. For Soprano, Mezzo-Soprano 
or. Tenor. ($1.) 35 of the most lovely sacred songs, suitable for 
solos in church, or for enjoyment at home. 
The best Companion for an Instruction Book is MASON’S 
PIANOFORTE TECHNICS, containing every exercise needed 
for the full development of technical ability on the pianoforte. By 
Dr. William Mason, with explanations by-W. & B. Mathews. Price 
#2.50. ._’ 
Any Book Mailed for Retail Brice. 
OLIVER .DITSON COMPANY, 
BOSTON. 
C. H. DITSON & CO., LYON & HEALY, I. E. DITSON A CO., 
76S Broadway, Hew York. ~ Chicago. 1228 Chestnut 8L, Phils- 
FIVE VALUABLE PAMPHLETS: 
“ On Teaching and Teaching Befonn.”' By A. R. Paraons and 
Constantin Sternberg...25 eta. 
“"What Shall we i’lay, or Musical Education in the Home.” 
Letters to a Lady Friend. By Carl Beinecke. Translated 
by John Rehmann,.....26 eta. 
“ Elementary Piano Instruction for Teacher or.Pnpil.” By Aloya 
Hennea. .........15 eta. 
“ Advice to Young Students of Pianoforte." A collection of about 
60 rules for beginners. By Albert W. Borat, .;...„lu ecu 
“ Method ot Study.” (For Amateurs.) By 0. A. Macirore,.10 eta. 
The Five sent by Mall for 50 eta. 
Address Publisher, 
THE©. PRESSER, 1704 Chestnut St., 
- PHILADELPHIA, PA 
NEAT AND SUBSTANTIAL 
«MU§IC •> FOLIO§.^ 
OUR OWN MAKE. 
Me® 75 Cents. $6.00 per dozen, by Express. 
This folio la without spring back or ornamental work. It is a simple 
folio in cloth, with three strings to tie the open ends. 
Address tHEO. PRESSER, Phila., Pa. 
Ne> 
PALMER’S 
Pronouncing Pocket Dictionary 
of Musical Terms. 
aeoo TERMS DEFINED. 
A new and greatly. enlarged edition of the Pocket 
Dictionary has recently been issued, which contains up¬ 
ward of *2600 definitions, covering about all that is 
required by musical students and. teachers. It should 
be in the possession of every person who studies music. 
PRICE as CENTS. 
Address THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Si.,. Philad’a, Pa. 
Portraits of Great Musicians. 
GROVES’ DICTIONARY • 
' ■ OF „ i"" : ■ 
MUSIC AND MUSICIANS. 
The only Complete Encyclopaedia of Music in 
the English Language^ 
LIFE SIZE, 22 x 28 INCHES. 
Price $1.00. Postage and Tube, IS cts. Extra. 
“ $5.00, with Frame, Antique Oak. • 
YT; -Tacked fo.'OP.-.by.-- Eitpreis; at purchaser’s charge. r 
The following are how ready:— 
BEETHOVEN, MENDELSSOHN, MOZART, 
WAGNER, HANDEL, CHOPIN, 
OTHERS TO FOLLOW. 
The elegant portraits have given the greatest satisfac¬ 
tion wherever introduced. The former price for these 
was $4.50 each, without frame. Suitable for the most 
elegant Studio, Music Room or Parlor. 
Add. THEO. PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA. 
MUSICAL .GAME. 
ALLEGRANDO. 
Instruction and Pleasure Combined. 
A SPLENID GAME FOR EVERY HOME. 
This game oonslsta of cards, on which the different notea and reeta 
are printed, one on every card. After a number are distributed among 
the players, the cards are played iu succession and added together as 
they are played until the value of a whole note is reached, when It 
counts one for the person who played the last card and completed the 
whole note. This gives a general idea only. Fall directions, with 
rules for iTlMpiber of different games, tables showing the notes, rests, 
keys, Ac., accompany the game. 
Those learning to play the Plano, Organ, Violin, or any other Instru¬ 
ment; those who ring jthosewho wlahtoread music faster; intact, all 
he are inb rested It isle sad his ch mi » ga not i 
It-taaches'4h»raluehf-not«saiid-re*t».'''■X'-' -Jdy'. Y-:'\ . 
The wane* of the notes. 
This ' arte >« t eyiln rhi h mi si sfs written 
The'differeat.ldndsof.tlme.V. Y.Y y)A--- : ' - 
Practice In musical fractions. 
.The easiest iay a- learn to mi 
Yon.l le playing at g gam® 
It Is re ad II lewmed, even children , 
T1 oe dev tec tc playing this game js not wast d, sr In mo it 
A splendid gane t re,enirg 
A new departure—entirely unlike any other game. 
Parents can teach their children the rudiments of mnric, even if not 
maridans themselves. 
Interesting to old and young, beginners and advanced alike. 
Those intending to study-mnslc will find It to their advantage to play 
t its g bm >. *»tI b )f( re - g nn «». * > k is 
PRIOE, 60 CENT8. ^ 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Bound in handsome Brown Cloth, Gilt.Tops. Put up in boxes and 
sold only In complete sets. This new edition includes the Index. 
Price for 5 Volumes, (including Index,) $19.00. 
Price for Index, - - - - $2.50. 
Address, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
BEAUTIFUL AND INSTRUCTIVE. 
H]usic and Guipure. 
By CARL MERZ, MUS„ DR. 
By W. F. GATES. 
PRICE - $1.60 
The very best sayings on musical topics, chosen 
from, the highest rank of 
110 AUTHORS, 
PRICE, $1.75. 
Every teacher—every student—should own Musical 
Mosaics. Instructive, practical, interesting and fasci¬ 
nating. 
As a presentation volume it cannot be excelled. 
THE ELEMENTS 
HARfflOmif NOTATION. 
For Classes or Individuals. _ 
WILLIAM B. WAIT. 
PRICE 60 CENTS. 
A Preparation for the Study of Harmony. 
Address Publisher, _ - 
THEO. PRESSER, * 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
NEW, EASY AND PROGRESSIVE 
ethod for the Pianoforte. 
BY JULIUS E. MULLER. 
PRICE $1.00. BOUND IN BOARDS. 
CONTENTS. 
Genius, Success in Professional Life, Schopenhauer’s 
Musical Philosophy, Music of Nature, "Head and. 
Heart. Sanctity of Music, Church Music, Hints 
to Pupils, - Philosophy of the Beautiful, 
Plea for Music, Value of Musical 
Education, Memory, Woman in 
Music, Harmony, Imagina¬ 
tion, Expression, Maxims. 
The work is alike indispensable to the teacher and pupil. To 
both it offers valuable advice and encouragement. It contains over 




COMPILED BY THEO. FEESSEE. 
Price . $1.00, Bound in Board Cover. 
Unbound Volumes for 1888, d* - $1.50, Postpaid 
u a 
“ 1887, < 1.50, it 
11 u 
" 1888, - 1.50, i< 
“1889, - 1.50, n 
Bound u “ 1886, - 2.50, 
If II 
" 1887, - 2.50. II 
II a 
“ .1888, - - 2.50, II 
a 11 
“ 1889, - 2.50, II 
4 Odd Back 'Numbers, Unbound, 75 cents' per/dozen. 
These volumes contain from 18 to 20 dollar^worth of music in 
each year. The various articles give a great amount of information 
' of permanent value. It is a peculiarity of The Etude that its 
articles are of substantial and lasting worth.- Address the Publisher, 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
TABLE OF CONTENTS. 
- Jir rui 
Introduction. ..... .. 8 
Kullak. Op. 81. No. 3. Grandmother tells a Shuddering Tale.7 
Mendelssohn. Op. 72 - No. 3, KinderatUcke............ 8 
Schmidt. Op. 14. No. 1, Sonatina. 10 
Jadassohn. Op. 17. No. 3, Children’s Dance..... 12 
Diabelli. Op. 168. No. .    15 
Burgmuller. Op. 76. No: 1, Bondlletto..... 20 
Spindler. Op. 136. No. 1, Sonatina in 4 Hands.. 24 
Hummel. Op. 62.. Bondoletto. 34 
Beyloff -Th® Fuchsia..-.... 38 
Knhlau. Op. 20. No. 2, Sonatina. 42 
Steibelt. Turkish Hondo.  47 
Clementi. Op. 36. No. 1, Sonatina... ... 61 
EJerulf. Scherzino....  64 
Greig. ' Op. 12. No. 7, Album-Leaf..... 75 
Smith. Babbling Brook.............. 69 
Lichner. Op. 149 No. 6, Sonatina..'..    66 
Duasek. Plough Boy......... 72 
Lange. Op. 114. No. 1, Sonatina........ 78 
Dussek. La Matinee.......84 
Haydn. Sonatina in D.... 86 
Schumann. Slumber Song........ 86 
Schumann. Nocturne.................. 91 
Mendelssohn’s Bong Without Words. Nb. 1.... 94 
Bach. Little Prelude; No. 6....;...... 96 
Bach. Little Prelude. No. 3.....98 
Schubert. Op. 78. Menuette. ...... 99 
Reinecke. Op. 47. No. 2, Sonatina........101 
Chopin. Op. 9. No. 2, Nocturne.....Ill 
Address Publisher, 
THEQ. PRESSER, , ... 
1704 Ches St eet, hiladel >hi , Pa. 
This is an entirely new work. The author is an active 
teacher, who ib well known as the composer of that once Eopular parlor piece “Falling Leaves.” In this work 
e has aimed at the popular taste, The names of 
Streabbog and Spindler appear the oflenest. The "book 
has very few exercises. Address 
THUG. PRESSER, 




Holes and Remnrlcs by sneb Hnslelans go Dr. 
Wm. Mason, Mr. Wm. H. Sherwood, 
~ Mr. Albert B. Parsons, etc. 
It is concise; it is exhaustive; it is endorsed by most 
of the great American Pianists and teachers. Letters of 
commendation of it have been received from the most 
prominent musicians in more than twenty different 
States. It is adopted as a standard work in most of 
the Colleges in America. Its sales have been phenome¬ 
nal. Its price is very reasonable, viz.: In Cloth, em¬ 
bossed, 91.00; in Board covers, 76 cents, and in paper 
covers, 60 cents* Address 
. " ' THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILAD’A, PA 
-u.ijjj.-j.!. 
NO MORE APPROPRIATE PRESENT FOR A MUSICAL 
FRIEND CAN BE FOUND. 
Price reduced from $5.50 to $2.50 per Vol 
POSTPAID. 
INSTRUMENTAL 
A collection of Classical Pianoforte Music, by the best 
authors. This volume contains 612 pages, Sheet Music 
size, printed on fine music paper from engraved plates; 
elegantly bound in cloth, embossed in gilt. List of con¬ 
tents mailed to any address. 
This volume is the same size and style as the Instru¬ 
mental collection, but contains Vocal Music only. List 
of contents mailed to any address. ■ No such collection 
of vocal music has ever before been published. 
Queen of the Waltz. 
writers, and none of them are too difficult for pi avers of medium 
ability. There are Itso some easy -waltzes for little players. Ko lov¬ 
er of dance music can afford to be without a copy of this-work. 
Two Musical Friends. hands ia consained in this 
choice book, and it -will prove to teasourceof great pleasure to 
‘■musical friends” everywhere. Tne pieces are of medium difficu'ty 
—some quite easy: all are gems and popular lavorites. Procure this 
book at on ce. It 1s sei ling i apidiy. ' 
Mnoincl TT-rraniTi era New music for violin andpiano or flute 
UHlbdii Hi V ulllilgS. and piano. This elegant book will be 
received with de'ight by violinists, it is pre eminently the boob 
for amateurs, containing much of the best, music, so arranged as to 
be neither too difficult nor too simple. This book is Belling rapidly 
and supplies the demand exactly. Complete book for 50 cents. Ex¬ 
tra part for violin or flute, 85 centa. 
IJInkel’s Folio, Vol. 1.1 Two booksoi easy piepes for young ■“•Inkers Folio, Vol. 2. j players. A rare collection ol bright 
gems. Especially recommended to teachers. No better books for 
pupils couid be obtained Price of each volume 50 cents. 
'Drainard’s Vocal npitnn Folio.) We have spared 
-‘-'ralnard’s Instr. UUItad. Folio. > neither pains or ex¬ 
pense in geeting up these two superb publications. Their contents 
comprise the very latest popular music, carefully arranged by one of 
America’s host guitarists, Price of each book, 50 cents. Order at once 
Brainard’s Vocal Duet Folio 
1T04 Chestnut St.. I5Mia 
TWENTY Li*' ONS 
Xi.diiLU.lbUU O UO.UJU ruuu. beautiful banjo music, suit¬ 
able for amateur or artist, containing selections for Imi jo solo, for 
two banjos,,for one oa two banjos with piano accompaniment. Full 
sheet music size. Mhe only book of the kind published. 
SaTIO1 Ron fill at Oneof the best collections of English and 
UViug .yuut|UGb, American ballads and songs with choruses. 
Cheapest folio of music phblished. 224 pages, full Bneel music Bize. 
Ponlnn Rnnnnat Comj anion to‘-Song Bouquet.’’ Contains 
Xa-iiUl JJUIUJUOli, instrumental-music of different grades of. 
difficulty, Great favorite. 224 pages, full sheet mnsic size. 
Album of Sacred Music. 
cle. Finest collection of music published for young organists and 
choir leaders. 
WnQlPnl flVinlfcTUnv-^0B- 1 al)d 2- These beautiful 
illUOlLail L/imiieiUUA. books are, without doubt, the 
moBt popular collections of medium and easy grade songs and pieces. 
Each bool- contains eight beautiful illustrations, which will delight 
the young folks. 
Papri rVncrnn TTfilIn Great care has been taken to use 
XbCCU. II g all i U1IU only Buch pieces as come within ihe 
compass of a five octave organ, should he on every parlor organ 
iu the land. , 
Mm&£o and Book Catalogues Mailed Free. 
BEGINNER ON THE PIAN0F0R I 
TALKS ABOUT MUSIC 
THOMAS TAPPER An Epoch-making Work In the Art of Teaching 
Music. It Is a Wide Departure from all 
Previous Methods. 
These "Twenty Lessons” are built upon the following 
three principles: (1) The supremacy of the ear or inner 
musical sense; (2) developing control of the fihgers 
according to Mason’s System of Technic; (8) reading 
music by thinking and conceiving its effect in advance of 
hearing it from the instrument. 
One marked feature of this method is teat it keeps the 
pupils interested, and does away wi h the drudgery that 
has always seemed to be a necessary part of the first year 
or two in music. This comes from the fact that he is 
always producing pleasing musical, and not dry mechani¬ 
cal, effects. • , 
This volume appeals to every student of music, how- 
ever elementary or advanced. It is designed to bring to 
the attention of those who make music a life-work, the 
very many contingent topics that should be considered in 
connection with music. To this end the subjects selected 
for the chats have a practical value, cover considerable 
ground, and are treated from the point of view that best 
aids the student. The reader is. taken into confidence 
and finds in the chapters of this work many hints and 
benefits that pertain to his own daily life as a musician. 145 and 147 Wabash Avenue, Chicago. 
VALUABLE MUSICA, WORKS PUBLISHED B THEODORE FEWER, Pbiladelphia, Pa. 
Horn to Understand (Dusie, Vbls. 1 and 2 
BY 
W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
Price, $1.50 each. 
This work BhowS how to perform intelligently, and with ex¬ 
pression. It unfolds the beauties of the better grades of music, 
so that the musically-uneducated listener can enjoy them. 
It furnishes the most desirable material—Biographical, His¬ 
torical, Theoretical and Descriptive, foTTPUPILS’ MUSIOALES. 
INDISPENSABLE to the PROGRESSIVE TEACHER and EARN¬ 
EST PUPIL. - ' 
PRACTICAL HARMONY FOR STUDENTS 
■ BY 
ZDr. 3P. Xj. K.X'X'X’EXSo 
Price, $1.00, in Boards. 
Especially calculated to teach the Art of Composition and 
Improvisation. » _ _ __ 
COURSE IB HARMONY. 
" BY 
GEORGE H. HOWARD, A. M. 
Brice, $1.50. 
Easily Understood, interesting, thorough. Simple explana¬ 
tions in plain language. New features of practical value. Pu¬ 
pils’ work clearly indicated. A LEADING TEXT BOOS ON 
THIS SUBJECT. 
Whys and Wherefores of Music. 
Elementary. 
B3T S. S, ■VIXTXXTO-- 
Priee, 50 cents. 
Should be In the Hands of Every Pupil of Music. 
A series of questions end answers which involve the elements 
of music. This book covers the gronnd of a primer on music, 
and gives an introduction to the Science of Harmony. 
Contains a school of embellishments, and answersmoet of the 
questions constantly coming to the inquiring pupil. 
MUSICAL STUDIES AT HOME. 
BY 
MARGARET B. HARVEY. 
Price, $1.25. 
Neatly bound. Suitable for presentation. A Help in the 
Home study of Music for Parents and Pupils. -_ 
THE STUDY Of THE PMflQ. 
BY H. PKR6NT. 
Translated by M. A. Bierstadt. 
Price, $1.00. 
One hundred and twenty-seven pages. One hundred and 
sixty two questions, with elaborate and clearly-expressed an¬ 
swers. MANY VALUABLE TABLES AND RULES. 
PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTOR 
BE 
JAMIS HAMILTON 1QWE. 
5*rice, $1.50. 
Complete theoretical explanations. System of Touch and 
Rhythm. Easily graded Interesting and pleasing ' Use 1 and 
strongly endorsed by the best musicians, teachers and conserva¬ 
tories._• _ 
Class and Account Book for 
Music Teachers. 
Price, 10 cents; $1.00 per doz. 
Systematizes the pupils’ study; has a record of lesson 
days, hours of practice, and other practical helps. 
-By E. M. SEFTON.- 
Revised Edition, Price, 50 cents. 
The book contains everything for keeping accounts or music 
teachers: Index; A D?Kly Scneriu e of Lesson;- for each 
Hoar; Pupils’ Sheet Music Account; Account With 
Music Publishers; Bally Earnings; Summary; Memor¬ 
andum. etc. Devised and revised to meet every want of a 
music teacher In keeping accurate end systematic accounts. 
Carefully kept accounts prevent disputed bills at end of terms. 
SPENGLER’S SYSTEM OF TEQHRSC 
FOR Tm PIANOFORTE. 
By A. SPENGLER. 
Price, half cloth, $1.50. 
Technics, Khyth ii s and l^uallzattans kept hand in tar l. 
Int s ing N« w ..£> IPh gressit e. 
idress r, full scrip y 01 br sa le >py > t << - 
Usher. 
fiEW LESSORS IJi HflRJWOriY. 
By JOJlN C. 
Pviee, $1.00. 
Essential to Progressive Teachers. A work based on the ad¬ 
vanced theories of Dr. Hugo Rbmann. Bend for descriptive cir- 
cular or sample copy to the Publisher. 
A Standard Work. 
LESSONS IN MUSICAL HISTORY. 
By John C. Fillmore. 
Price, $1 so. 
INDISPENSABLE TO MUSIC PUPILS. For Schools, 
Classes, Conservatories and general reading. Useful and enter¬ 
taining. Send for full description or sample copy to Publisher. 
PlAflOpO^TE JVHJSIC. 
By JOHN COMFORT FILLMORE. 
Price, $1.50. 
The only book of this kind in 'English. Endorsed and-used 
by the Leading Teachers and Conservatories. Comprehensive, 
Interesting, Useful. A book for study or general reading, 
Six Editions have already been printed. 
WHiT mu WE PLl¥,or} 
MUSIC IN TER HOME. 
By CABI. REINECKE 
Price, S5 cents. 
Letters from a renowned musician and teacher to a lady: 
Directly calculated to lead to better work and a fuller appre¬ 
ciation ana enjoyment of what is good and best in music. 
Written for pupils of all grades. Invaluableto youngteaehers, 
and it especially appeals to the progressive teacher of experience. 
The pieces named in the book can be bad from the publisher. 
By JAMES HAMILTON HOWE. 
Rdthof of Pinnofovts Insfcraafeov. 
Ball Cloth, 81.50. 
New Edition. New F.xerclses. School of Embellishment 
Complete Technical Material, lnteresting.ana Thorough. 
PLAYS AND SONGS. 
Price, 50 cento. 
For Kindergarten. Private Primary School® 
and for Families. 
•A collection of translated Kindergarten Borgs and Plays’from 
the German. Words essentially child-like, chaste and beautiful, 
pleasing and good music.__’ 
In Six Grades, Each 75 cents. 
By . RIDLEY PRENTICE. 
This work helps to a better understanding and performance 
of the best things in music. Leads to efficient study by getting 
the pupil interested and teaching him to enjoy Beautiful Music, 
It gives a list of the most desirable and useful'‘Classical and 
Standard Music for Teaching and 8tudy. 
Analyses, Explains and Annotates the Pieces. It is 
full of valuable and helpful suggesiions and information. Con¬ 
tains many Interesting incidents In the lives of the great com¬ 
posers. 
HATURB 
Syr DIR. HUGO RIEHANN. 
Translated by J. C. Fillmobe. 
Price, 85 cents. _ 
An exposition of some modern ideas of Harmony. A pamphlet 
of about 30 pages for teachers and advanced students, showing the 
new things ai d underlying principles or:this subject. All pro¬ 
gressive teachers will feel the necessity of having a working 
knowledge of these new ideas, and no ambitious pupil will feel 
contented until he has mastered the contents of this book. 
ADVICE TO YOUNG STUDENTS OF THE PIANOFOBTE. 
By A3GEBEUTW. BOBST. 
Price, IO cents each; 81.00 per doz. 
Some Qood Advice for Everyone Studying the Piano. 
A little-pamphlet containing valuable and practical thoughts, 
concentrated into forty-eight pithy and pungent maxims. Should 
be frequently read by young pupils, and be on their pianos within 
reach, as a silent monitor to keep them from forming bad habits. 
Teachers should furnish them to pupils, for it is admirably calcu¬ 
lated to inspire the pupil to enthusiast:e and superior work. 
ELEMENTARY PIANO INSTRUCTOR, 
OR 
THOUGHTS FOR TEACHERS AND PUPILS. 
By ALOIS HENNES. 
Translated from the German by F. J. THOMPSON. 
Price, 15 cents. 
A pamphlet of 20 pages. 
SOHKttHA IttiBVm. 
Compiled by Theodore Presser. 
Price, In Board Cover, $1.00. 
.Choice formative pieces as pleasing ns valuable. A favorite 
collection with the progressive teachers and pupils. Indispensa- 
t 1 ' he form tioa nd cultivation < t ste , aluabla a Ret - 
ing Lessons. 
EtFTY examination questions. 
FOR PIANOFORTE STUDENTS. 
By ALBEKT W. BOR8T. 
Price, 5 cents ; 50 cents per doz. 
-ANI 
Juvanlls Examination Quasi!ons for Young 
Pianoforte Pupils. 
xj. . cs^rcoh:. 
Price, 10 eents; SI.00 per doz. 
Every student of music should try to answer these questions. To 
the successful they will give the self-confidence arising from diffi¬ 
culties overcome, and to those who fall they will plainly indicate 
where further study is necessary. To answer them will lead to 
much useful in forma'Ion. It requites thorough and comprehen¬ 
sive knowledge of a subject to enable o -e to write out concise 
and accurate answers to a series of questions. 
gjf 
A GRAND ORATORIO. 
By HUGH A. CLASS', Mas. Doc. 
Price, $1.50, Bound In Boards. 
The libretto of this Oratorio is taken from the Bible, and 
rives. In an epitomized lorm, the story of the taking of Zion by 
David—The prosperity of Jerusalem—The defection of Israel— 
The consequent destruction of the city, and the kings captivity. 
STUDIES IN MEASURE AND RHYTHM. 
BY E. W. KRAUSE. 
FOR PRIVATE, CLASS OR SELF-INSTRUCTION 
Price, 81.50 in Boards. 
A Systematicand Practical Treatment of Measure (Time) and 
Metrical Notation, in the form of scales and other exercises. 
The work affords material for acquiring the ability.to read 
and play the piano correctly in a comparatively short time. 
A Graded Course of Study for Cabinet Organ. 
BY M. S. MORRIS. 
Price, 10 cents. 
Containing the best lists of pieces and gtudies, volumes Of 
voluntaries, arranged in systematic order for reference, 
PIANO TEACHING. 
BY 
FELIX LE COTJPPEY. 
•X'ra.aa.sle.twa. by IbA. A.. 
Price, 75 dents, postpaid. 
A work for every teacher. Full of valuable bints from one 
of the greatest teachers of the piano. 
PMSNCESi 8B3GDWFILA3&IE 
OR BEYOND THE ICEBERGS. 
333r Sexijaxxiiza. Gross, J*r. 
Price, 81.25. 
A New Comic Opera, in Three Acts, with Original Words and 
Musis. Complete Libretto can be furnished on application. 
COUNTERPOINT AND CANON. 
By B. B. AYRES, 
Pviee, m m $1.00, Postpaid, 
It clearly marks out the student’s wo k I . im, and assigns 
him his definite writing exercises in each chapter. These tasks 
being indicated in their proper place may not be in 
doubt as to his work for a moment. 
PROHGGNCING DICTIOIIRY DF MUSIC. 
BY 
W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
Price, $1.00. 
Besides giving definitions of terms a short sketch of 
all modern musicians is included. 
TEACHING AND TEACHING REFORM. 
BY 
A, R. Parsons and Constantin Sternberg. 
Price, ss cents. 
Two Lectures of nnuBual merit. 
METHOD OF STUDY. 
By J. C. A. Maclrone. 
Price, 10 cents. 
Among, the many topics treated in this lit lie pamphlet are 
“On a Good Touch,” Repose In Playing,” “Magnetism in Play¬ 
ing.” 
For Full Description of Above Works Send for Complete Descriptive Catalogue. 
ESTABLISHED IN 1883. 
AN EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL OF MUSIC. 
SUBSCRIPTION $1.50 PER YEAR. SINGLE COPY 15 CENTS. 
PARTIAL LIST OF CONTRIBUTORS. 
iss roLLowma- 'pbssoits coasT’a’saisTn'xsD oiaica-iasr-a-ij aeticles to “thb et-ctxse. 
JI. A. Avery, 
E. E. Ayres, 
B. Boekelman, 
O. B. Boise, 
Robert Bonner, 
6. W. Bryant, 
E. S. Bonelll, 
6. T. Ballings, 
E. M. Bowman, 
lime. Fanny Bloomfield, 
JI. Brothe rliood, 
C. F. Blandner, 
A. W. Borst, 
Mrs. Cora Stanton Brown, 
C. L. Capon, 
Teresa Carreno, 
Geo. W. Chadwick, 
C. B. Cady, 
M. W. Chase, 
Carl E. Cramer, 
Miss Kate S. Crittenden, 
Br. Hugh. A. Clarke, 
Wm. H. Dana, 
F. M. Davis, 
CASH DEDUCTIONS.' 
1 Subscription, no deduction,.$1.60. 
2 Subscriptions,... 1.35 each. 
Win. MacDonald. H. H. Johnson, H. II. Palmer, 
Edward Dickenson, Karl Klindworth. A. R, Parsons, 
H. M. Draper, Edyar S. Kelsey, Chas. W. Pette. 
Geo. S. Ensel, Hugh A. Kelso, Jr., R. Prentice, 
Stephen A. Emery, Emil Liebling, 8. N. Penfield, 
Clarence Eddy, F. H. Lewis, Carlyle Petersilea. 
Arthur Foote, W. W. Lander, Ed. Baxter Perry, 
Amy Fay, Calixa LavaUee, Theodore Presser, 
J. C. Fillmore, B. J. Lang, F. B. Rice, 
Edward Fisher, G. W. Lovejoy,- H. R. Roney, 
W. F. Gates, Max Leckner, A. Rommell, 
Dr. II. H. Haas. Josephine Large, Dr. Hngo Reimann. 
J. H. Howe, Belle MacLeod Lewis, Dr. F. L. Ritter, 
Geo. H. Howard, Carl Lachmnnd, Francis Regal, 
J. H. Hahn, Fred. A. Lyman, F. R. Rice, 
F. W. Hamer, Chas. W. Landon, J. Rehmann, 
C. P. Hoffmann, Joseph Mae Lean, Constantin Sternberg, 
Henry G. Hanchett, M. D., H. C. Macdougall, L. C. Stanton, 
G. W. Hunt, Wm. Mason, A. A. Stanley, 
F. C. Hahn, Anna N. Morrison, Wilson G. Smith,- 
Ernest Held, Marie Merrick, Wm. H. Sberwood, 
James G. Hnneker, Edwin Moore, E. B. Story, 
Chas. W. Harman, Mrs. Mary MacDonald, S. O. Spencer, 
Perlee T. Jervis, W. 8. B. Mathews, 
E. M. Sefton, 
John Silvester, 
F. Sonnenkalb, 
E. A. Smith, 
Aug. Spanuth, 
Fannie Morris Smith, 
Stella P. Stacker, 
E. E. Seoville, 
Dr. H. Lyle Smith, 
Thomas Tapper, 
C. F. Thompson, 
S. Tomlinson, 
II. S. Tining, 
Helen D Tretbar, 
E. Ton Adelung, 
J. S. Tan Cleve, 
A. K. Tirgll, 
F. B. Webb, 
Mary Woolever, 
Herve D. Wilkins, 
W. B. Walt, 
W. J. Wodell, 
Rich. Zeckwer. 
MUSICAL PREMIUMS. 
Engraving—“I’ll sing you a little song.”2 subscriptions. 
Music Teachers’ Class Book.2 ‘‘ 
Pocket Metronome........2 “ 
Whysand Wherefores ofMusic—Vining, 2 “ 
Popular Musical Game.....2 “ 
Phrasing Studies by Mathews.2 “ 
Bach’s Lighter Comp ..2_ “ 
Mason’s Touch and Technic.2 “ 
The Musician, any one grade—Prentice, 2 ’l 
Mendelssohn—Songs without Words.2 “ 
Chopin Nocturnes...2 “ 
$2.00 worth of Sheet Music, selected 
from our catalogue.2 “ -q 
First Lessons in Phrasing—Mathews.2 “ 
Studies in Melody Playing—Macdougall ,2 “ 
30 Selected Studies from Stephen Heller, 2 “ 
Music Folio or Roll.3 “ 
New Lessons in Harmony—Fillmore.3 “ 
Instruction Book—Piano or Organ.3 “ 
Piano Teaching—Le Couppey.....3 “ 
Technic—Bpengler’ s./. .... 3 “ 
Practical Harmony—Ritter....3 “ 
Fifteen copies Pupils’ Lesson Book.3 “ 
Sonatina Album—Presser. 3 “ 
First and Second Grades of Musician— 
• Prentice......8 “ 
Counterpoint and Canon—Ayres.. ..3 “ 
Dictionary of Music—Mathews. 3 subscriptions. 
Study of the Piano—Parent. 3 li 
Etchings, life size, Mendelssohn, Beet¬ 
hoven, Mozart or Wagner. 3 “ 
Mozart Complete Sonatas.  3 “ 
Etude., one year.  4 “ 
Art of Piano Playing—Clarke. 4 “ 
Pianoforte Music—Fillmore. 4 “ 
Musical Mosaics—-Gates. 4 “ 
Lessons in Musical History—Fillmore... 4 “ 
Musical Studies at Home—Harvey. 4 “ 
Three Books-of the Musician—Prentice, 4 “ 
Course in Harmony—Howard. 4 “ 
Pianoforte Instructor—Howe. 4 “ 
Studies in Measure and Rhythm — 
Krause.  4 “ 
System of Pianoforte Technic—Howe... 4 “ 
Albums of Photographs of Great Mas¬ 
ters.  4 “ 
•Chats with Music Students—Tapper. 4 “ 
Music and Culture—Merz. 4 “ 
Music Roll, Black or Buff.. 4 “ 
Unbound Volume of Etude, 1887, 1888, 
1889 or 1890..........s 4 “ 
Well-tempered Clavichord—-Bach. 4 “ 
Umbrella Music Stand...  6 “ 
Studies in Phrasing, 2 Volumes — 
Mathews...    6 “ 
Beethoven—Complete Sonatas.. 6 “ 
How to Understand Music, 2 Volumes 
—Mathews..*. 6 “ 
Bound Volume, Etude, 1888,1889 or ’90, 6 
Dactylion—Mechanical Appliance. 7 “ 
Schumann—Complete Piano Works. 8 “ 
Complete Piano Works—Chopin. 9 “ 
Maelzel Metronome (by express).10 “ 
Piano Stool with Back (send for descrip¬ 
tion) ....12 
Music Cabinet (send for description).15 “ 
Technicon (by express), Students’.......15 “ 
Technicon (by express), Teachers’.25 subscriptions 
Groves’ Dictionary, 4 Volumes.30 
Five-Octave Practice Clavier (by ex¬ 
press) .60 
Seven-Octave Practice Clavier (by ex¬ 
press) .75 
CLUBBING RATES WITH “ THE ETUDE.” 
We will send any of the following periodicals and The 
Etude for the price named in the second column. 
Pnb. With 
Price. Etude. 
Century Magazine....$4.00 $5.00 
St. Nicholas.....'.. 8.00 4.00 
Vick’s Illustrated Monthly. 1.25 2.30 
Independent (N. Y.).  3.00 4.00 
Peterson’s Magazine.  2.00 3.00 
Frank Leslie’s Popular Monthly... 8.00 4.00 
“ Pleasant Hours....1 75 3.00 
Harper’s Magazine..   4,00 4 50 
“ Weekly....... 4.00 4.76 
-“ Bazaar....................  4.00 4.75 
“ Young People .  2.00 3.00 
Youth’s Companion (new subscribers only) 1.75 2.75 
Domestic Monthly...  1.50 2.50 
Godey’s Lady’s Book.  2.10 3.00 
LippincottV Magazine.. 8 00 3.50 
American Musician...   .4.00 4.50 
Atlantic Monthly (new subscribers only)... 4.00 4 75 
New York Observer (new subscribers only) 3.25 3.75 
Home Journal (New York).  2.00 3 00 
Scientific American.;....,....2.60 3.50 
Scribner's Magazine...  3.00 4.00 
Demorest’s Magazine... .. 2 00 3.00 
Voice Magazine (Werner's).. 1.60 : 2.50 
Wide Awake.-. 2.40 3.00 
Leisure Hours... ■ LOO 2.26 
Cosmopolitan, new subscribers only.. 2 40 .' 3.00 
T.' 'k- renewals........... . . 2.40 3.50 
WITH CASH DEDUCTIONS NO OTHER PREMIUM IS GIVEN. 
TEACHERS’ 
pocket metronome: 
SIMPLE. CIREE1IEIT, MEAT Ml INEIPENSIIE. : 
Price, Nickel-plated, 50 Cents, Net, Postpaid. 
Introduction to Studies in Phrasing. 
FIRST LESSONS IN 
giving the correct Metronomic MarkB after the 
Maelzel Standard, together with the 
- True Tempos of all the Dances. 
These >j trume s Lt re be i espe ally rnshul >1 
for The Etui 11 1 < my one 
sending two subscribers. Address 
THEO. PEESSEE, 1704 Chestnut St., Philad’a, Pa. 
WM. G. SCHUIiZE, 
** MANUFACTURER AND IMPORTER OF 
Clarionets, Boehm Flutes, Flutes, Ohoes, etc. 
In all'the Differs! t 3tyl a a id P rtt ins 
359 BOWERY (Bet. 3d and 4th Sts,), NEW YORK. 
'Repairing 'Neatly and Promptly Rone. 
SUITABLE FOR CHORAL SOCIETIES. 
W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
PRICE - - - - - $1.50. 
. The author has brought together a valuable collection 
of little pieces, musical and poetic in quality, within the 
ability: of/Children’slfingers.'and within the range, of'the 
children’s mind I'hej art taken from the most suc¬ 
cessful collections of this class of tone poems for chil 
dren the world can show. 
There are, in all, 34 distinct pieces: among 
them will be found :— 
7500 SOLD. 
Something Hew for Piano Students. 
WILLIAM MASON 
UPON 
66 55 ]VErs. SPEAKEE, 
AN OPEHETTA. 
By ALBERT W. BORST. 
London—Novello, Ewer <fe Co., or from the composer, 3602 HamiltoD 
Street, Philadelphia.. Special terms for quantities. 
METRONOMES AT $3.50. 
Melodie......... 
Slum1/ Song . .. Gnrlitt. 
Three Angles. .Reinccke. 
Happ Farmer. .. 
Holid. Eve  ..Baumfelder. 
Ghost Story.. 
Jovial Huntsman. ..Merkel. 
Study-Game of Tag...... 
Good Night....:.. .Loeschhorn. 
A Little Story... 
Genuine French Maelzel Metronomes of our 
own importation can be furnished at $3.50, 
(with bell $5.00) expressage paid by the buyer. 




1704 CHESTNUT ST., 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
SOLICITORS WANTED 
To secure subscriptions for the Mannal of Music, by 
W. M. Derthick. This book, which is enjoying a 
larger sale than any musical work of the price ever 
offered to the public, is introduced exclusively by sub¬ 
scription. Music teachers and musical people gladly 
assist our representatives to secure the largest possible 
sale, thereby rendering their employment most pleasant 
and remunerative. 
We employ only those who possess the necessary in¬ 
telligence, address and general attainments to enable 
' them to fully maintain the high artistic and literary 
character of the work, and to such we offer permanent 
situations at a liberal salary or commission. We invite 
correspondence. Address 
KAN UAL PUBLISHING COMPANY, 
415 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 
EDWARD BAXTER PERRY’S 
Fantasy for Piano, 





The pieces are all closely annotated, fingered, 
etc. There is also, at the beginning of the work, 
a few chapters on the object and manner of 
using the work; Rudiments of Musical Form; 
Phrasing; What it is to Play with Expression; 
Subjective and Objective in playing, etc. 
The work is intended to precede the two vol¬ 
umes of “Studies in Phrasing,” which are among 
the most popular musical text-books now used 
in the country. As a work of genuine useful¬ 
ness in teaching, the volume cannot be excelled. 
COMPOSITIONS 
We have just published a second edition of this new 
work by Dr. William Mason, the acknowledged head of 
he Music l.Prt ■ sip in Amei ea 3 is cal 31 
. TOUCH AND TECHNIC, 
BY MEANS OF THE TWO-FINGER EXERCISE. 
BY 
WILLIAM MASON, Mus. Doc. 
Mason’s Two-finger Exercise had its origin in the old 
days at Weimar—more than thirty years ago. It grew 
out of a suggestion of Liszt’s. Dr. Mason took it up, 
employed it with the happiest results in his own practice 
and teaching, and in the course of thirty years’ experi¬ 
ence as a teacher he has greatly developed it in various 
directions, until it is now 
Tie lest, if not tie only, School of Toil Teclnic 
KNOWN TO 
PIANOFORTE PEDAGOGICS. 
MASON’S TOUCH AND TECHNIC 
is in sheet music form, Sixteen pages. Nine pages are 
devoted to 
EXPLANATIONS OF TOUCH, 
THE TWO-FINGER EXERCISES, 
THE MODE OF PRACTICE, 
POSITIONS AND METHODS OF USING THE 
FINGERS AND HANDS, Etc., 
and five pages contain the Exercises themselves. Tb<* 
explanations are smgularly clear; Dr. Mason having 
taken the greatest possible pains to guard against the 
misapprehensions to which students are liable in taking 
up exercises so novel and so diversified in their method 
of practice as these. 
In the opinion of many of the best pianists and teachers 
Mason’s Two-finger Exercises are the most valuable 
contribution to Pianoforte Pedagogics made 
during the past half-century- 
PRICE $1-00. 
Address Publisher, THEO. PBESSER, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. Pa. 
BY ARTHUR FOOTE. 
Published by Arthur P. Schmidt, Boston. 
Snite in D minor, and a dozen other piano pieces; 
“ Go, lovely Rose,” and a dozen other SONGS; Trio for 
piano, violin and ’cello; Sonata for piano and violin, and 
half a dozen other pieces of chamber music; and compo¬ 
sitions for mixed and male and fdSiale voices, with and 
without accompaniment; also SerenadjT~f6r piano (S. 
Brainard’s Sons); Humoresqne for piano (Theodore 
Presser). . .... * s 
INDISPENSABLE TO ORGANISTS. 
Brown’s Interludes. Cloth.....$2.00 
Brown’s 633 Modulations, to and from all major 
and minor keys. Cloth... 2.00 
Every page of these works is replete with the richest harmonies, 
most brilliant progressions and novel effects in chord combinations, 
Brown’s Voluntaries. Vol. 1. Cloth... 2.00 
A collection of rare pieces of musical beauty. 
BASED UPON THE RHINE LEGEND. 
Universally pronounced the best Lorelei yet written, in the old or 
new world. 
Melodious and descriptive; excellent study for the left hand. 
Played in 100 concerts throughout the country, by the composer 
and Mr. W. H. Sherwood, Bince its publication, March 1st, 1888. 
Address THEO. PRESSER, 1704 Chestnut SL, Philadelphia, Pa. 
PUPIL’S LESSON BOOK. 
Price 10 Cents. $1.00 per Dozen. 
The object of this work is to syBtemize practice and stimulate the 
student to better study. It contains a record of the pupil's work 
and assigns a place for Technic, Etudes and Pieces, with the 
degrees of merit of their preparation. The date ol each lesson is 
also given, and in the back of the little book are lour blank forms 
for quarterly reports, which will be found very uselul. 
Address the Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut1-Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
SEVEN BRILLIANT CONCERT PIECES, 
_ FOR TWO MANUALS AND PEDAL. 
Meditations in D .Thom6 .. $0.40 
Andante Grazioso..;..^....Lysherg 40 
Offertoire (Theme by Heller). ...Brown.. .40 




Send a poBtal card giving your address, and we will mail full descrip¬ 
tive specimen pages and special prices on direct orders. 
A most acceptable Christmas present to a clergyman, which 
would be highly appreciated and constantly used, is Brown’s Criti¬ 
cal and Analytical Index of Hymn Tunes. It has received 
the highest commendation from prominent divlDes. • 
'Flexible Clotli, price 50 centB, net. Sent by mail, securely wrapped, 
on receipt of price. 
Mr. T. J. DAVIES, Mus. Bac., 
Gives lessons personally, or by correspondence, in Harmony, 
Counterpoint, Canon and Fug;ue, Musical Form and 
Orchestration. Students prepared for musical examinations. 
Most thorough and systematic course. Compositions revised and 
corrected 1 .< □ 
ROOMS 45 and 46, BURR BUILDING, 
Scranton, Pa. 
MADAME ANNA STEINIGER, 
CONCERT PIANISTE AND TEACHER, 
BOSSOIT, BS. 
Beethoven Concerts at Goniervatorlei s Specialty.. 
*■ dame Steinig . w 11 mak a ot r West and outl J >• ary 
Febru ry u M i i, J89( Introducing h * o r Beethovei .i > 
Special i di let indi ments each era who 
■v >1 ...» s r Ibis series oi us o i rts i the r Hies >r tot ns. 
Address fraU ANNA STEINIGFR, Boston, Mass. 
W. S. B. MATHEWS, 
TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE, 
Lecturer and. Writer upon Musical Topics, 
240 S. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL. 
Room 18. 
ft PLACE FOB NORTHERN GIRLS TO SPEND THE WINTER. 
Conservatory of Music, Martha' Washington Col¬ 
lege, Abingdon, Va. 3507 feet above sea level; a 
delightful Climate. Modern courses of study in Piano, Voice- 
trainiug, Organ and Theory. Lectures,-Concerts, Artists’ Recitals 
and able Teachers. Use of five-finger exercises discarded. Techni- 
con and Practice Clavier used. Send for circulars. 
A. I.. MANCHESTER, Mnslcal Director. 
Rev. 8. N. BARKER, President. 
ORGRN 0P6NIMGS, 5c., 
MB. ALBEBT W. BOEST, 
• ■ . ■ ■■ TtscliGr of tli© : "I- 
mm <b& m simm jpi&NQDFmm wm 
3602 HAMILTON STREET, 
■ Philadelphia, Pa. 
GERMANY, BERLIN. 
20 POTSDAMER STRASSE. 
Branches Taught:—Piano, Violin, Violoncello, Singing 
and Theory of Music; Also Literature Classes in 
German, French, Italian and English Languages. 
Professors:—MessrB.-K. Klindworth, Dr. Langhans, 
R lifer, Dr. Yedliczka, Dr. Reimann, Tul. Hey and 
other renowned masters. 
Prospectus to be obtained gratis through the Director, 
fji flLlOl I A’/ 
Berlin, 20 Potsdamer Strasse. 
__M00j^0f^^0ir. 
MUSICAL INSTITUTE AND 
HARM « CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, 
WARREN, OHIO, gives instruction in.all departments 
of Music, with a thorough, systematic course of study, 
and a faculty of the highest excellence and efficiency. 
Established twenty-two years. Catalogues free. 
JUNIUS DANA, Secretary. 
! " ■ 
STANDARD WORKS. 
Paha’s Practical Bakmonv.... . $2 00 
Dana’s Practical Thorough Bass...... 1 00 
The Abt op Fingeeing....... 75 
National School por Coknbt..... 2 50 
Pbogressive Studies fob Violin.... Each 1 00 
Address the Publishers, 
DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE, 
WARREN, OHIO. 
J. C. FILLMORE, Director. 
MRS. W. H. SHERWOOD, 
Concerts, Piano Recitals and Piano Instruction. 
SUMMER PIANO LESSONS GIVEN. 
Address at her residence, 
288 Newbory Street, 
_ _ Boston, Mass. 
EDWARD BAXTER PERRY- 
Concert. Pianist and Lecturer, 
Lecture Eecitals at Colleges and Conservatories a Specialty. 
Address, 178 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 
Mr. Perry makes an Annual Western and Southern Tour, from Sept 
10th to the holidays. Special Terms to parties on his direct 
_ route desiring recitals at that time. 
HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc., 
’ 823 South 38th Street, 
PHIL AD ELPHI A. 
LESSONS BY MAIL!1” Harmony, Counterpoint and Composition. 
New York College of Music, 
163 East 70th St., New Tork City. 
ALEXANDER LAMBERT, Director. 
All Branches of Music taught, from the beginning to the highest 
artistic attainment. New York’s largest and most complete music 
school, occupying an entire building, with a concert hall of its own. 
Students have Free Instruction in. Harmony, Counter¬ 
point, Composition, Vocal Sight Heading, and Free Admission 
to Lectures, Concerts, Ensemble Playing, etc. Students received 
i daily from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Send for new catalogue. 
RICHARD GOERDELER, 
Director of Music at Pennington Seminary, 
PENNINGTON, NEW JEESEY, WHITES new, brilliant and original Piano Music, for two and four 
hands, on short notice. Refers to hiB popular compositions, 
published by The Oliver Ditson Co., Wm. A. Pond & Co., F. A. North 
& Go , Theo. Presser, and reproduced in Leipzig, Germany. For 
terms, apply as above. 
MRS. MARY GftECCSflY MU It RAY 
(pupil of william mason) 
Instructs Teachers and Students in the 
‘MASON1 METHOD OF TOUCH AND TECHNIC.” 
Will alBO make engagements for Concerts or Piano Lectures with 
Illustrative Recitals, adapted to general audiences or Musical Asso¬ 
ciations and Classes of Students. 
AddresB, Care of The Etude. 
C. P. HOFFMANK~ 
DIRECTOR CONSERVATORY OP MUSIC, 
OXFORD COLLEGE, OXFORD, OHIO. 
Gives lessons by Correspondence in Harmony, Counterpoint and 
musical Form. Standard text-books. Plan pursued leads from es¬ 
tablished foundational principles to latest practice in composition. 
_THE J, M. ARMSTRONG COMPANY 1 
MUSIC TYPOGRAPHERS and PRINTERS ! 
j 7IQ 8ANSOM STREET 
‘ ' PHILAPELFiEa. PEHMA. 
_ . 0BEF£JIt, (grisEi^roi^-cf music 
With a Large Faculty of Superior Instructors, and 
a splendid building for its exclusive use, the Gberlin 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of 
Music. 644- students last year. Total expense for one 
year’s study (38 weeks) need not exceed $300. 
Terms begin Sept. 17, Jan. 6, and April 7. 
If you are intending to study Music in any of its 
branches, send for catalogue to 
P. B. RICE, Director, 
OBERLIN, OHIO. 
sc hoolToT music, 
DE PAUW UNIVERSITY, GREENCASTLE, IND. 
Instruction given in all Departments of Music. 
Pupil, Classical, Artist, Choral and Orchestral Concerts, 
Solo, Duet, Trio, Quartette, Ensemble and 
Oratorio Work. 
FIVE COUR8E8 OF 8TUDY. 
Room, Board, Practice and Sheet Music at reasonable rates. 
For Circulars, apply to 
JAMES H. HOWE, DEAN, GBE1NCA8TLE, IND. 
For Circulars of other University Departments, apply to 
President, Alexander Martin, d.d., ll.il. College of Liberal Arts. 
Rev. S. L. Bowman, a.m., b.t.d.. Dean of School of Theology. 
Hon. Alexander C. Downey, ix.d., Dean of School of Law. 
Henry A. Mills, Dean of School of Art. j. 
Samuel 8, Parr, - “ Normal School. 
Glaverack College 
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC AND ART, 
Claverack,-Columbia County, N. Y. 
TREATISE ON THE VIOLIN. 
Contains information of the utmost importance to Violin¬ 
ists and Violin Makers. No one should purchase a violin 
before reading this book. Price, 25 cents. 
ANDREW HYDE, 
VIOLIN MAKER, NORTHAMPTON, MASS. 
CHAS. W. LANDON, Musical Director. 
DECKER & SQN 
Established in 1856. 
Tone, Touch and Workmanship Unsurpasse 
Used and Endorsed by leading Musicians a 
Musical Colleges. 
Catalogue and price list on application. 




Courses in Piano and Voice Culture, Organ, Violin, Cornet, Har¬ 
mony and Counterpoint. 
Normal Course for Music Teachers. Weekly Lectures and Musicales. 
NEW DEPARTURE. 
A Special and Original Course for Learning the Art of Teach¬ 
ing; Music. 
Hecitalsby distinguished artists during; the year. 
Individual lessons only. Daily use of the Technicon and Practice 
Clavier. All practice under supervision. 
Classes in Chorus Krill, Vocal Sight Reading;, and 
Tonic Sol-fa. ^ 
SEND FOE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 
A. H. FLA0K, A.M., President. 
DECKER & SON, 1550 3d Avenue, New York City. 
’ THIS! 
HENRY F. MILLER 
PIANOS. 
HENRY F. HILLER A SONS' ' 
PIANO COMPANY, 
BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA^ 
' Manufactory, Wakefield, Mass. 
¥ I'USIC is a universal language. When speech fails 
R oJL MUSIC begins. It is for us to develop and un- 
” fold it. by instruction and cultivation. THE 
BRICHirS PIANO in a home is a real education, 
interpreting and making real the truest thoughts and 
highest ambitions. It is unequalled as an accompani¬ 
ment to the voice, and is preferred by the singer fbr its 
excellent singing qualities; by the artist for its delicacy 
of touch and action and power of tone combined. Send 
for illustrated catalogue. 
C. €» BftBCGS & CO., 
’MANUFACTURERS OF 
GRAND AND UPRIGHT PIANOS, 
5 and 7 Appleton Street, 
If we should undertake here to try and tell you of the perfor¬ 
mance of this WONDERFUL Instrument you would hardly 
believe it, unless perchance you may have heard one of them. 
Thousands of dollars have been spent in PERFECTING it, 
and here it is. We value our good name and reputation too 
much to misrepresent. Hundreds of them are now in' use and 
all giving great satisfaction. They are made in Piano Styles of 
cases, finely finished, in FANCY WALNUT, MAHOGANY, 
QUARTERED OAK, and are suitable for the most Elegant 
Music Room or Parlor. 
It will render EVllfcY PART PERFECTLY, all kinds of 
SACRED and DANCE MUSIC, WALTZES, OVER¬ 
TURES, SONGS, OPERAS, in fact, anything ever written. 
ORGANS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 
44 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE. 
If your dealer can’t show it to you, we will mail Catalogue with 
much information, telling you all about it, if you address 
f.) |i|l a 1 fli'a'.ui Co. 
''■sgss9 
KJL :: 1. 
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TONE, DURABILITY AND STYLE UNSURPASSED. 
Eecommended by First-Class,Artists Everywhere. 
AGENTS WANTED IN ALL PARTS OF THE 
UNITED STATES. 
PRICES .. ODER ATE. Send for Catalogne of Styles. 
Tie War! for Excellence anl Bmlility. 
MANUFACTURED IN ALL STYLES OF 
GRAND S and UPRIGHTS, : 
- --BY- 
CHASE EROS. PIANO CO.. 
Factories: Grand Rapids and Muskegon, Michigan. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 
Grand Success! The Sleigh Ride. 
By W. M. Tbeloar, 
Greatest Mnsical Sovelty of the Times. 
BOLOtSc. DUET, $1.00. 
This great piece Is played with 
bells and whips, (chorus ad lib.) 
Creates unbounded entbusi- 
_ , . ,,_.. asm wherever played Just what . i 
Swiss belunisedln yOU want. WOO already sold. ' I 
i thl. piece 40c. gand 75c for the solo, or $1 for the 
Is Xs u " | 60,00b
iS il 8
duet, mention this paper and we will send a pair of 
bells FALB. TRELOAR MUSIC 09., Mexico, Mo, 
These Instruments have been before the Public for over 
fifty years, and upon their excellence alone 
have attained an 
UNPURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE, 
Which establishes them as 
UNEQ.UAL-ED 
—IN— 
Tone, Tonch, Workmanship, ail Brail!! 
l?iry Piano folly Warranted fbr 5 Tears. 
WEti.KNABE it C@-9 
§2 & 24 E. Baltimore Street, BAETIMOI&E 
148 Fifth Ave., near 20th St., NEW ®K. 
817 Pennsylvania Ave., ’WASHINGTON, :B. C. 
RING FINGER. 
Prof. Bonelli, of San Francisco, will make a flying trip 
Bast, having several engagements to operate on the 
Ring Finger of several musicians. Those desirous of 
availing themselves of his services, should communicate 
at once with him, as his trip will be limited to four-weeks. 
IE. S. BOINEMJL 
640 Golden Gate Ave-., San Francisco. Cal. 
1 t • -.; 
